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In negotiations among autonomous agents over resource allocation, beliefs about
opponents, and about opponents' beliefs, become particularly important when
there is incomplete information. This paper considers interactions among selfmotivated, rational, and autonomous agents, each with its own utility function,
and each seeking to maximize its expected utility. The paper expands upon previous work and focuses on incomplete information and multiple encounters among
the agents. It presents a strategic model that takes into consideration the passage of time during the negotiation and also includes belief systems. The paper
provides strategies for a wide range of situations. The framework satises the
following criteria: symmetrical distribution, simplicity, instantaneously, eciency
and stability.

1 Introduction
Negotiation is an important mechanism for autonomous agents which have no
central control and which need to reach an agreement on resource allocation.
One of the main factors in such negotiations is the agents' beliefs about their
opponents, and about their opponents' beliefs, and so on. Beliefs are especially
important when the agents have only incomplete information about one another.
Questions such as \what is the other agent's reservation price?," \how will my
opponent respond if I reject his o er?," and \is it worthwhile for me to pretend
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to be someone else?" are common among negotiators. These questions become
even more crucial when time is valuable and there are several possible agents
with which to cooperate. Under these conditions, the agents may not be able
to determine exactly what their opponents' beliefs are and therefore they will be
unable to negotiate to the best of their capacity. In some situations, an agent
needs to decide whom to negotiate with and how to estimate the possible results
from negotiations with the other agents. We consider the interactions among selfmotivated, rational and autonomous agents. We assume that each agent has its
own utility function, and that rational behavior involves maximizing its expected
utility. Our work belongs to the DAI class of Multi-Agent Systems(MA) (e.g.,
52, 61, 63, 65]) rather than to the Distributed Problem Solving (DPS) class (e.g.,
58, 17, 41]) as discussed in Section 2 below.
In previous work 31, 32, 34] we have developed a formal strategic model of negotiation that takes into consideration the passage of time during the negotiation
process. In this paper, we extend this model to deal with incomplete information
in multiple encounters when the agents negotiate on sharing a resource. There
may be a need for the agents to share the resource due to limited resources (e.g.,
roads, bridges, clean air). In other situations resources are available but the agents
may still mutually benet from sharing a common resource since their use may
be expensive (e.g., printers, satellites). There is, however, a conict among the
agents since all of them would like a larger share of the resource or a larger time
period for using this resource.
One of the main characteristics of the situation is incomplete information. An
agent which negotiates with another agent may have incomplete information about
its opponent's type and may not be sure of how the opponent will evaluate an
o er or how it might compare the o er with other options. While in our previous
work we assumed that the negotiation occurs only once, here we assume that the
agents may meet several times in situations where negotiation may be necessary.
Thus, whereas in the previous work there was no long term consideration, in this
paper future encounters play an important role.
In this paper strategies are presented that agents may use to inuence their
opponent's beliefs immediately, so they could benet in future encounters. Furthermore, they may take actions designed to collect information about their opponents. Using this negotiation mechanism autonomous agents have simple and
stable negotiation strategies that usually result in ecient agreements without
delays.
In the rest of this section we will present the resource allocation problem that
we consider and give criteria for evaluation of regulations for MA negotiation, and
specify the assumptions we make. In Section 2 we discuss related work and in
Section 3 we describe the negotiation model. In Section 3.4 we introduce modied
results from our previous work concerning situations where agents negotiate only
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once. These results serve as a basis for the multiple encounters case that we
consider in this paper. In Section 4 we present strategies for two agents that
may negotiate on two occasions, and in Section 5 we discuss the general case
of multiple encounters. In both sections we consider a wide range of situations.
Section 6 discusses two possible extensions of the model and Section 7 discusses
issues related to complexity and implementation of negotiating agents. In the last
section we conclude by assessing the results using the criteria of Section 1.2.
1.1 The resource allocation problem
We consider the case where two agents share a resource that can only be used by
one agent at a time. When the two agents face the problem of needing to use a
resource simultaneously, they must reach an agreement on a schedule that divides
the usage of the resource among the agents.1 It may happen that these agents
need to use the same resource simultaneously in the future, but they are not sure
about it and they reach an agreement only on the current time period. If they
meet again in the future, they start negotiating again on a new schedule, but each
may use the information it collected on its opponent in the previous negotiation.
One example of a shared resource could be a communications satellite. Its high
launch and maintenance cost, makes it necessary for a company to join with other
companies, even rival ones, to gain access to something otherwise inaccessible.
However, sharing a common resource requires a coordination mechanism that
manages the resource.
A coordination mechanism can be designed to deal with either of the extremes:
a static division of frequencies or time slots or an on-line negotiation mechanism
that dynamically resolves the conicts over the usage of the mutual resource.
There are, however, on this spectrum, coordination mechanisms that generate
agreements on long term global schedules (an hour, a day, ...). In this paper we
consider repeated on-line negotiations between agents, (possibly from di erent
companies), for the period of time these agents would want to use the same
resource. We assume that the agents try to maximize their own utilities and are
individually rational.
The elapsed time between when the resource is needed and the time the agents
actually gain access has a cost to the agents, which depend on their internal states,
such as their task load, their disk space, etc.
Our model is also applicable in the case where the resource itself can actually be divided
between the agents. This case does not dier signicantly from the case where only the resource
usage time can be divided.
1
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1.2 Evaluation criteria
The designers of agents should agree upon a protocol for negotiations. Since
they do not have control over agents which may belong to other companies, this
protocol should be accepted by all designers. Given this protocol, each agent will
choose the best strategy for itself in a specic situation.
There are several criteria that should be taken into consideration when designers of agents consider possible protocols for negotiation on resource allocation
in MA systems.










Distribution | The decision making process should be distributed. The

process should not be managed by a central unit or agent.
Instantaneously | Conict should be resolved without delay.
Conict Avoidance | Conict should be avoided when possible.
Eciency | The resource is not in use only when there is no agent in the
group that currently needs the resource.
Simplicity | The negotiation process itself should be simple and ecient.
It should be short and consume only a reasonable amount of communication
and computation resources.
Symmetry | The coordination mechanism should not treat agents di erently because of non-relevant attributes. In the situations that we consider
the relevant attributes are the agents' utility functions and their role in the
encounter. All other attributes, such as agent's name or manufacture are
not relevant. That is, symmetry implies that given a specic situation, the
replacement of an agent with another which is identical in respect to the
above attributes, will not change the outcome of the negotiation.
Stability | There should be a distinguishable equilibrium point to the
negotiation protocol (considered as a game). Given a specic situation, we
would like to be able to nd simple strategies that we could recommend to
all agent designers to build into their agents. No designer will benet by
building agents that use any other strategy. The equilibrium point should
not violate the eciency condition, i.e., the negotiation should result in
a Pareto-optimal agreement.2 Being a \simple strategy" means that it is
feasible to build it into an automated agent.

2
An agreement is Pareto optimal if there is no other agreement that dominates it, i.e., there
is no other deal that is better for some of the agents and not worse for the others.
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As was shown in the economics literature 55, 8], the introduction of incomplete information into the model will result in some ineciency. Also, since we
consider complicated, repeated encounter negotiation situations, it is time consuming to nd the appropriate strategies and therefore not ecient to do this
on-line. However, the strategies that are presented in this paper are simple and
can be easily implemented and provide on-line resource allocation.
1.3 Assumptions
The situations under consideration in this paper are characterized by the following
assumptions.

1. Bilateral Negotiation | Even if there are several agents in the environ-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ment, in a given period of time no more than two agents need the same
resource. When there is an overlap between the time segments in which
two agents need the resource, these agents will be involved in a negotiation process.
Rationality |The agents are rational they try to maximize their utilities
and behave according to their preferences. They use sequential equilibrium strategies3.
Commitments are Kept | If an agreement is reached both sides will honor
it.4
No Long Term Commitments | Each negotiation stands alone. An agent
cannot commit itself to any future encounters. However, agents may use
information obtained in one encounter in future encounters.
Resource Division Possibilities | We assume that the usage time of the
resource can be divided in a discrete way.
Agents' types | There is a set of agents' types characterized by their capabilities. All agents know these types.
Agents' Identity | Agents can accurately identify each other.
Negotiation Protocol | Agents use the Alternative O ers model described
in Section 3.5

The concept of sequential equilibrium is dened in Section 5.
This assumption is reasonable when agreements are implemented immediately. Otherwise,
it may conict with the Rationality assumption. Therefore, we assume that either the world
does not change in the time between signing and implementing an agreement, or that there is
some mechanism to enforce an agreement. However, the last assumption may contradict the
Distribution requirement of the previous Section.
5
This model imposes only minimal restrictions on the agents interactions as we explain in
Section 3.
3
4
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9. Common Beliefs Assumptions (1)-(8) are common belief.6
2 Related Work
Research in DAI is divided into two basic classes: Distributed Problem Solving
(DPS) and Multi-Agent Systems (MA) 4]. Research in DPS considers how work
involved in solving a particular problem can be divided among a number of modules or \nodes." The modules in a DPS system are designed to improve performance, stability, modularity, and reliability of the system. The modules include
cooperation mechanisms designed to nd a solution to a given problem.
Research in MA is concerned with coordinating intelligent behavior among a
collection of autonomous intelligent agents. There is no global control, no globally
consistent knowledge, and no globally shared goals or success criteria in MA.
There is, however, a possibility for real competition among the agents. These are
the two poles of the DAI research. Our research falls closer to the MA systems
pole. We consider the problem of resource allocation in MA systems emphasizing
the aspects of incomplete information, time constraints and multiple encounters.
Other works in the DAI community dealing with the resource allocation problem
(e.g., 12, 40, 47]) were closer to the DPS pole. In these works, as we discuss below,
the problem of resource allocation arises from local conicts among the agents,
with each attempting as best as it can to fulll its sub-tasks and contribute to the
overall task of the system.
The issue of incomplete information adds an important dimension to the problem. Since the early 1980's, di erent models of sequential bargaining with incomplete information have been developed by economists and game theory researchers
(e.g., 55, 8, 9, 2]), and as in our models of DAI situations in this paper and in
34], it was shown for the economics situations that the introduction of incomplete
information tends to produce some ineciency into the environment. The inefciency can be either a delay in reaching an agreement (in our case agreements
may be reached only in the second iteration as we explain in Section 3.4 ) or in a
negotiation that ends without an agreement.
Another important issue is that of multiple encounters. Kreps and Wilson 35]
and Milgrom and Robert 46] developed formal models that explain the common
observation that in multi-stage \games", especially in industrial organizations,
players may seek early in the game to acquire a reputation of being \tough" or
\benevolent" or something else. Kreps and Wilson 35] studied a simple game of
two players called entrant and monopolist. In this game they demonstrate the
\reputation e ect" where the players take actions that seem costly when viewed
We assume common beliefs which is a much weaker notion than common knowledge, and
unlike common knowledge 23], can be achieved in a distributed environment 29, 10].
6
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in isolation but yield a reputation that is benecial later. Milgrom and Robert
46] identied two factors that lead to the emergence of reputation: information
uncertainty and repeated actions with the possibility of observing past behavior.
They mention the choice of product quality and credit relationships among the
situations where these factors play an important role. We also consider situations
of incomplete information and repeated actions (encounters), and thus reputation
emerges in our cases too.
The details of the situations we consider are quite di erent from those of
35, 46]. In each of our encounters the agents use the model of alternative o ers to
reach an agreement on resource division thus our model is a combination of multistage \games" where each stage is composed of multiple encounters. However, we
are able to use similar techniques of sequential equilibrium which we present in
Section 5.
Another related model is the repeated sale model 26, 5, 6] where the same
agents negotiate several times. These situations are similar to ours, but while they
consider cases of buyer/seller paradigms or landlord/lessee paradigms, we examined situations of resource allocation among multiple agents. In our case there
are only short term agreements. We apply game theory techniques to scenarios
that were not considered by the game theory researchers.
The issue of incomplete information in DAI was studied mainly in DPS environments. In Davis and Smith's work on the Contract Net 58], they present
nodes which have incomplete information about the other nodes' load and their
possibility to carry out sub-tasks. Davis and Smith developed a form of simple
negotiation among the cooperative nodes, with one node announcing the availability of tasks and awarding them to other honest bidding nodes. The bidding
nodes do not try to manipulate the situation or to transfer misleading information
since all the nodes are working on the same task.
Malone et al. 45] developed a Distributed Scheduling Protocol (DSP) based
on the contract net protocol for their Enterprise system. The most important way
in which DSP di ers from the original contract net protocol is by its criteria for
matching between tasks and agents (i.e., the problem of sub-tasks distribution).
It includes two primary dimensions: (1) contractors select managers' tasks in the
order of the tasks' numerical priorities, and (2) managers select contractors on
the basis of estimated completion times from among the contractors that satisfy
the minimum requirements to perform the job. Malone et al. also considered the
problem of dis-information. Since they allow people to supply their own estimation of processing times for their tasks and these time estimates are also used to
determine priority, there is a clear incentive for people to bias their processing
time estimates in order to get higher priority. However, in Enterprise, the node
performing a task (i.e., the contractor) knows the correct time of the performance
while carrying the task, and can use it for imposing sanctions on the clients. If a
7

task takes signicantly longer than it was estimated to take, the contractor aborts
the task and noties the client that it was \cut o ". This cuto feature prevents
the possibility of a few people or tasks monopolizing the system. This technique
is not useful in our framework since after the distribution of the resource, there is
no way for the other agent to gain more information on its opponent. Therefore,
there is no way to verify whether an agent tells the truth or not when announcing
its preferences. There is no usage for such announcements. The only source of
information about an agent is its actions.
A modied version of the Contract Net protocol for competitive agents in
the transportation domain is presented in 56]. It provides a formalization of the
bidding and the decision awarding processes, based on marginal cost calculations
of local agent criteria. More important, an agent will submit a bid for a set of
delivery tasks7 only if the maximum price mentioned in the tasks' announcement
is greater than what the deliveries will cost that agent. A simple motivation
technique is presented to convince agents to make bids the actual price of a
contract is half way between the price mentioned in the task announcement and
the bid price. Sandholm considers task negotiation rather than negotiation over
resources as we do. In this context he presents heuristics to problems we don't
consider, such as, how to choose which tasks to contract out, how to cluster tasks
into sets to bargain over as atomic bargaining and how to bid when multiple
bids and awards should be handled simultaneously. On the other hand, there
is no discussion of how manipulation of the task announcements can a ect the
behavior of the system and bidding and awarding decisions do not anticipate future
contracts. Also, the time of the negotiation is not taken in to consideration. We
concentrate on these aspects of negotiation in the context of resource allocation.
Lesser and his colleagues 7, 47, 38, 13] considered the problem that agents
working as a team may possibly form di erent views of the situation. They
therefore suggest di erent frameworks for negotiation and communications for
information exchange and conict resolution. Since the agents are cooperative
they are assumed to be honest. For example, Conry at el. and Kuwabara
and Lesser 11, 37, 12] presented a multistage negotiation protocol that is useful for cooperatively resolving resource allocation conicts arising in distributed
networks of semi-autonomous problem solving nodes. Since they consider the case
of scheduling of many resources for multiple tasks they allow agents to negotiate
with di erent agents simultaneously. We concentrate on negotiation between two
agents emphasizing the issue of the negotiation time and providing fast negotiation
strategies.8
Announcing one delivery at a time is not sucient in general. This is due to the fact that the
deliveries are dependent. For example, for two disjointed delivery sets T1 and T2 , the marginal
costs that are saved by removing both T1 and T2 are usually larger than the sum of marginal
cost that was saved by removing each of them alone.
8
Even though in the paper we consider the case of the division of one resource, it is easy to
7
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47] describes a framework called DENEGOT for negotiating conicts that
arise in multi-agent planning with time and cost constraints. Top-level goals are
originally predened with some threshold level of global cost and time utility
required. Agents own resources and have predened responsibilities. If an agent
cannot nd a plan to optimally meet the top-level goals it is responsible for with
its own resources, the agent negotiates with other agents to borrow resources
to help achieve its goals. The intent of the negotiation is to nd a combined
multi-agent plan in which all the top-level goals are satised in an acceptable,
though not necessarily optimal, fashion. The agents view this negotiation process
as a distributed search and the main purpose of the negotiation is to exchange
information among cooperative agents, rather than reaching an agreement among
opponents as in our framework.
Zlotkin and Rosenschein 66, 67, 53] studied the problem of incomplete information in negotiation in MA systems where the agents need to reach an agreement on task allocation. The incomplete information is either about the opponent's goals or about the value of its goals. They introduce a mechanism that
they called \-1 negotiation phase" in which agents simultaneously declare private
information before beginning the negotiation. Zlotkin and Rosenschein also identied situations and protocols where agents have incentives to tell the truth in
\-1 negotiation phase" and cases where it is benecial for the agents to lie. In
our model there is no pre-negotiation phase. Information gathering can be done
only during the negotiation by the agents' proposals and actions. Zlotkin and
Rosenschein assume that the agents negotiate only once, while we consider multiencounter situations. Additionally they consider the task distribution problem
while we consider the resource allocation problem. Another key di erence between our model and theirs is that our model takes into consideration the passage
of time during the negotiation process itself, which in turn inuences the outcome
of the negotiations and avoids delays in reaching an agreement. The passage of
time is not considered in Zlotkin and Rosenschein's work.
Ephrati and Rosenschein ( 18, 19]) used the Clarke Tax voting procedure as
a consensus mechanism when there was incomplete information about the values
of agents' goals. The mechanism assumes an explicit utility transferability (i.e.,
a kind of monetary system) which is not available in our framework. In addition
they considered the case of only one encounter between the agents.
Sycara 62] presented a model of negotiation that combines case-based reasoning and optimization of the agents' multi-attribute utilities. She implemented
her ideas in a computer program called the PERSUADER which resolved conicts in the domain of labor relations, and tested her system using simulations
of such domains. In her system, agents' beliefs about other agents' beliefs and
extend the model to the case of two agents reaching an agreement over the division of several
resources.
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goals change during the negotiation. While she concentrated on the perspective of
the mediator in single encounter negotiations, we consider the negotiation process
from the point of view of the automated negotiators in multiple encounters.
In 30], Diplomat, an automated agent that plays Diplomacy was designed and
implemented. Diplomacy is a game of incomplete information with multiple encounters. Diplomacy players have incomplete information about their opponents'
goals and tasks and about the coalitions that were formed between the other
players. Under these circumstances, agents may tell lies and may not keep their
promises. One of Diplomat's main e orts is to try to estimate what its opponent's
goals are and whether they will keep their promises. It also tries to mislead its
opponents in order to increase its own benets, but it will also try to maintain its
reputation and credibility for future encounters. Whereas in 30] the agents use
heuristics to reach these goals, in this paper we provide a formal model and nd
equilibrium strategies.
In our work agents revise their beliefs about their opponents during the negotiation. The question of how an agent should revise its beliefs has long occupied
philosophers of science and statisticians (e.g., 57, 25]). Knowledge is often viewed
in probabilistic terms, thus revising beliefs becomes identical to updating probabilities over assertions which, in some sense is similar to our approach.9
Dubois and Prade 16] provide a survey of revision and updating operations
available in probability theory and in the possibility theory framework. They examine the two main ways that are o ered by the probabilistic framework to modify
a probability distribution upon the arrival of new information: the Bayesian conditioning and the `imaging' which consists of translating the weights originally on
worlds outside a given world A, toward worlds which are their closest neighbors
in A. They show that these two modes are analogous to the distinction between
belief revision based on Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson's postulates 22]
and updating based on Katsuno and Mendelzon's postulates 28]. Our techniques
belong to the \revision" paradigm. We have examined situations where an agent
has initial probabilistic beliefs which are revised using Bayesian rules, when the
agent observes the actions of its opponents in negotiation. The revision is done in
the context of the equilibrium strategies and is based on the actions the opponents
are supposed to take according to these strategies.
Belief revision has more recently been treated by philosophers (e.g., 49, 42, 60, 24, 22]),
theoretical computer scientists (e.g., 20]), and articial intelligence researchers (e.g., 14, 64, 50,
27, 15]). These groups view an agent's beliefs as a set of assertions (without probabilities), and
revising beliefs involves deciding how that set of assertions should change when new information
arrives.
9
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3 The Negotiation Protocol
Our strategic model of negotiation is a modication of Rubinstein Alternative
O ers model 54, 55]. We utilize modied denitions from 34].10.
We assume here that there is a set of agents denoted by Agent. The negotiation is between two agents that negotiate the division of M units of a resource.

Denition 1 (agreement)

An agreement is an ordered pair (s1 s2 ), where si 2 IN and s1 + s2 = M . si is
agent i's portion of the resource or task. We denote by S the set of all possible
agreements.

Negotiation is a process that may include several iterations and may even continue forever. Each iteration takes two steps. In the rst step of any negotiation
iteration, one agent11, say i, proposes an agreement from S . In the next step,
the other agent (j ) either accepts the o er (Yes) or rejects it (No), or opts out
of the negotiation (chooses Opt). If the o er is accepted (j says Yes), then the
negotiation ends with implementation of the agreement (i.e., the resource is used
according to the agreement). If j chooses opting out, the negotiation also ends.
After a rejection, the rejecting agent then has to make a countero er and so on.
There are no rules which bind the agents to any specic strategy. In particular, the agents are not bound to any previous o ers that have been made. The
mechanism only provides a very general framework for the negotiation process
and species that agents should respond to o ers and make countero ers. The
framework species termination conditions, but there is no limit to the number
of iterations12. We denote the set of negotiation iterations and call each a \time
period" by the ordered set T = f0 1 2 :::g.
As mentioned in Section 1.3 we will assume that there is a nite set of agent
types characterized by their capabilities (e.g., their disk space, computational
power, payment agreements). These characteristics produce a di erent utility
function for each type of agent. Assuming that each agent i has a utility function
over all possible outcomes: U i : ffS  fOptgg  T g  fDisagreementg ! IR. In
addition, each agent has some probabilistic beliefs about the types of the other
agents, and about the other agents' beliefs about themselves and about other
agents. These beliefs may be updated over time, during negotiations between the
agents. Formally, we denote by Type = f1 ::: kg the possible types of the agents.
We assume that the details of those types are mutually believed by the agents.
See 48] for a detailed review of the bargaining game of Alternative Oers.
We assume that the agent that needs the resource will start the negotiation.
12
In previous work we assumed that an oer and the response occur in the same negotiation
step. We make this change to enable the agents to update their beliefs after receiving an oer.
When there is complete information, the models are equivalent.
10
11
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An agent's negotiation strategy is, in general, any function of the history of
the negotiations to its next move. In order to formally dene a strategy we will
dene the notions of history and of an agent's belief.

Denition 2 (history)

For any time period t 2 T of the negotiation let H (t) be the history through
time period t of the negotiation. H (t) is a sequence of b 2t c + 1 proposals and b 2t c
responses.

For example, suppose there are two agents and M = 50. If in the rst time
period agent i proposes (30 20) which was rejected by agent j then H (1) =
f(30 20)g and H (2) = f(30 20) Nog. If in the third time period agent j proposes
(25 25) which is accepted by agent i then H (3) = f(30 20) No (25 25)g and
H (4) = f(30 20) No (25 25) Yesg.

Denition 3 (system of beliefs)

A system of beliefs of agent i is a function }i (H ) which is a probability distribution
of i's opponents as a function of the history. That is, }i (H ) = f(j1  ::: jk)jj 2
Agent n figg describes agent i's belief about its opponents' types according to a
given history of o ers and countero ers H .

For example, suppose there are two agents i and j and three types of agents in
the environment, and suppose that before the negotiation starts agent i believes
that with probability 21 its opponent is of type 1, with probability 14 it is of type 2
and with probability 14 its opponent is of type 3. That is, }i () = f( 21  14  14 )g. Now
suppose i receives an o er s from its opponent j . i may now change its beliefs.
For example, it may conclude that its opponent cannot be of type 3, but rather
there is probability 23 that it is of type 1 and probability 13 that it is of type 2.
That is, }i (fsg) = f( 23  13  0)g.
Using these denitions, we will describe the notions of pure and mixed strategies that were proposed by Von Neumann 43]. As mentioned above, a pure
strategy species an action for an agent which can be either a proposal or a response, given the history and the system of beliefs. A mixed strategy requires
the agent to draw a random number with a probability distribution specied by
the strategy, and then decide accordingly on the action it will take. These mixed
strategies will be used to nd stable solutions in situations where there are no
stable pure strategies.

Denition 4 (strategies)

A pure strategy for an agent i speci es an action in the set fYes, No, Optg  S
for every system of beliefs and possible history after which this agent has to take
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an action.
A mixed strategy for an agent speci es a probability distribution over actions
rather than just an action as in the pure strategies.
3.1 Sequential equilibrium
The main questions here pertain to how an agent uses its beliefs during the negotiation, how it updates its beliefs according to the information it gathers during the
negotiation process, and how an agent inuences its opponents' beliefs. We examine these problems in several situations using the notion of sequential equilibrium
36], which requires that in each time period any agent's strategy will be optimal
given its opponents' strategies, the history up to the given time period, and its
beliefs. The agent's beliefs may change over time, but must remain consistent
with the history.
In order to state the requirement that an agent's strategy be optimal for every
history, we must specify its beliefs about the other agents' types. The notion of
sequential equilibrium therefore, requires the specication of two elements: the
prole of strategies and the beliefs of the agents. This means that, when the
number of agents is n and the number of possible types is k then a Sequential
Equilibrium (S.E.) is a sequence of nk strategies (i.e., k strategies for each agent
for any possible type, 11 12 :: 1k ::: n1 ::: nk) and a system of belief with the
following properties: each agent has a belief about its opponents' type. At each
negotiation step t the strategy for agent i is optimal given its current belief (at
step t) and its opponents' possible strategies in the S.E.. At each negotiation step
t, each agent's belief is consistent with the history of the negotiation. Meaning,
the agents' belief may change over time, but must remain consistent with the
history. We assume that each agent in a negotiation interaction has an initial
system of beliefs. While the agents' beliefs may change over time, its type, which
is characterize by its capabilities and goals doesn't change over time as we explain
below.
A sequence of nk strategies, one for each possible agent leads, from the point
of view of the agents, to a probability distribution over outcomes. For example, if
agent i believes with probability  that its opponent j is of type 2, then i expects
that with probability  the outcome is determined by the strategy specied to i
and the strategy specied in the sequential equilibrium to j2 . If i believes that
j 's type is k with probability  , then it assumes that with probability  that
the outcome will be the result of j 's usage of the strategy that is specied in the
sequential equilibrium for type k and its own strategy. The agents use expected
utilities to compare among these outcomes.
We impose three conditions on the sequence of strategies and the agent's
0

0

13

system of beliefs.13




Sequential Rationality | The optimality of agent i's strategy after any
history H depends on the strategies of its opponents, given their types and its
system of beliefs. This means that agent i will try to maximize its expected
utility, with regard to the strategies of its opponents and its beliefs about
the probabilities of its opponents' type according to the given history.
Consistency | Agent i's belief }i(H ) should be consistent with its initial
belief }i () and with the possible strategies of its opponents. An agent must,
whenever possible, use Bayes' rule to update its beliefs.
If, after any history, all strategies of agent j 's, regardless of agent j 's type,
indicate that it has to take the same action (e.g., reject an o er, make the
same countero er), and this action is indeed made by agent j , then agent i's
beliefs remain the same as they were before the action was made. If only one
of the strategies of j , for example, type l, species that a given action should
be taken (e.g., making an o er s), and the action is indeed taken (e.g., s
is indeed o ered by j ), then i believes with probability 1 that j 's type is
indeed l. The agent uses the same reasoning about its opponents beliefs and
updates it in a similar way.
To demonstrate this requirement we return to the above example, where
there are three types of agents in the environment. Suppose i's original
belief was }i () = f( 12  14  14 )g as above, and suppose that the strategies of
j1, j2 and j3 indicate that in the beginning all of them will make an o er s,
then i's beliefs cannot be changed if it indeed receives the o er s. However,
if the strategies of j1 and j2 specify the o er s, but the strategy of j species
the o er s , then if A receives an o er s it believes that its opponent is of
type 3. That is, }i (fsg) = f(0 0 1)g.
Never Dissuaded Once Convinced | Once an agent is convinced of its
opponent's type with probability 1, or convinced that its opponent cannot be
of a specic type, i.e., the probability of this type is 0, it is never dissuaded
from its view. The condition implies, for example, that in the above example,
once agent i reaches the conclusion that its opponent is j3, it cannot revise
its belief, even if agent j subsequently deviates from j3 's strategy. From
this point on, i has perfect information on agent j3 and it is sure how j will
respond to its o ers and which countero ers it will make.14
0



0
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Kreps and Wilson 36] imposed an additional stronger restriction. They required that the
beliefs of the agent are the limit of a sequence of rational beliefs. All the original sequential
equilibria satised our conditions, but there are a few equilibria according to our denition that
do not satisfy Kreps and Wilson's stronger requirement.
14
See 44] for a discussion of this requirement. This requirement may cause, in some situations,
the elimination of equilibria. We leave the relaxation of this requirement for future work.
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Denition 5 (sequential equilibrium)

A sequential equilibrium is a sequence of nk strategies and a system of beliefs, for
any i 2 Type that satisfy the conditions of Sequential Rationality, Consistency and Never Dissuaded Once Convinced.

Using this formal denition of sequential equilibrium and the negotiation protocol, we will analyze di erent negotiation situations. The concepts of pooling and
separating equilibria are very useful in analyzing situations of multiple encounters
and reputation 21]. Suppose there are several types of agents. If all types of
agents pick the same strategy in all states, the equilibrium is pooling. Otherwise,
it is separating. There can also be hybrid or semi-separating equilibria where an
agent may randomize between pooling and separating. We use these concepts
later in the paper.
3.2 Probabilistic actions in multi-agents environments
In some of the situations that we consider, there is no sequential equilibrium with
pure strategies. Therefore, we propose that the agents will use mixed strategies,
i.e., they will randomly choose what to do next, according to the probabilities
specied by the strategy. When the agents choose to randomize between several
pure strategies, the expected utility from all of the chosen pure strategies should
be the same. Otherwise, they will not agree to randomize but will prefer one pure
strategy over the other.
Mixed strategies that are in sequential equilibrium are not as intuitive as pure
strategies equilibrium, and many game theorists and economists prefer to restrict
themselves to pure strategies in games that have both pure and mixed strategies
equilibrium. Similarly, we suggest using mixed strategies only when there is no
equilibrium with pure strategies. However, we claim that using mixed strategies
for automated agents is a good technique.
Game theorists and economists try to model and estimate human behavior
51]. One of their main objections to mixed strategies is, that people in the real
world do not take random actions. This observation is not applicable in MA
systems where all agents are automated and the designers of agents can come to
a general agreement that their agents use mixed strategies.15 Even in the case
where some of the agents are human, the automated agent can treat the mixed
strategies as good descriptions of human behavior in the sense that the actions
appear as random to observers, even if the human agent himself/herself has always
been sure what action he/she would take. For example, if there are several types
of human agents, each takes a di erent action, and the automated agent has some
15
Note that this does not require central design of agents. However, it requires the development
of some standard for MA environment.
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probabilistic beliefs about the human's type. Moreover, explicitly random actions
are not uncommon among humans. For example, the IRS's heuristics for deciding
which tax return to audit include random actions.
Another objection to the usage of mixed strategies is that an agent which
selects mixed strategies must always be indi erent between two pure strategies.
Even a small deviation from the probabilities specied by the equilibrium destroys
the equilibrium, while this deviation does not change the agents' expected utility.
That is, to maintain the equilibrium, a player must pick a particular strategy from
strategies it is indi erent between. It seems that in the case of automated agents,
the designers can agree in advance on such behavior.
Zlotkin and Rosenschein also consider some sort of probabilistic actions. In
65] they proposed the notion of mixed deals in order to resolve conicts in task
distribution. Zlotkin and Rosenschein dened a mixed deal to be a pair of plans PA
and PB and a probability p. If the agents reach this deal, then with probability p,
agent A will do PA and agent B will carry PB , and with probability 1 ; p, A will do
PB , and B will carry out PA . That is, Zlotkin and Rosenschein's protocol requires
that the agents need to draw the random number jointly. The expected utility
of an agent from PA and PB is di erent and there should be some mechanism to
force them to carry out their promises after they jointly draw the random number.
16

Note that Zlotkin and Rosenschein's concept is very di erent from ours.17 We
propose to use only pure deals. An agent chooses a strategy randomly, in private,
and is motivated by the property that the expected utilities of the strategies it
mixes between them are the same. Furthermore, using Zlotkin and Rosenschein's
mixed deals won't provide stability in our case. If an agent will agree on a mixed
deal, it will reveal its type. This is not acceptable in the cases where it considers
mixed strategies.
3.3 Attributes of the utility functions
In the rest of the paper we assume that there is one agent that is currently using
a resource (A symbolizing \access"), and that there is another agent which also
wants to use it (W symbolizing \waiting"). W wishes to gain access to the resource
during the next M time periods.
First we modify several assumptions of 31, 32, 34] to t a situation in which
agents may be of several types. For i 2 Type, if the type of agent A (respectively
W ) is i, we denote it by Ai (respectively Wi ). If a condition holds regardless of
the type of agent A (respectively W ) we use A (respectively W ).
The rst assumption states that agents prefer any agreement in any given
This concept is similar to the notion of correlated equilibrium 1] which in most situations
requires a contract enforcement mechanism.
17
Similarly, correlated equilibrium is dierent from mixed strategies.
16
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time period over the continuation of the negotiation process indenitely.

A0 Disagreement: For each x 2 fS fOptgT g: U A(x) < U A (Disagreement)
and U W (Disagreement) < U W (x): Agent A prefers disagreement over
all other possible outcomes while agent W prefers any possible outcome
over disagreement.

The next assumption requires that among agreements reached in the same
period, agent i prefers larger portions of the resource.
A1 The Resource is Valuable: For all t 2 T  r s 2 S and i 2 Agent: ri >
si ) U i((r t)) > U i ((s t)):18
The next assumption expresses the agents' di erent attitudes toward time. W
is losing over time while A is gaining over time.
A2 Cost Over Time: For any t1 t2 2 T  s 2 S and if t1 < t2 , U W ((s t1)) >
U W ((s t2)) and U A ((s t1)) < U A((s t2)).
We assume that the agents have a utility function with a constant cost or gain
due to delay. Every agent bears a xed cost for each period. That is, each agent
Ai has a constant time gain cAi > 0, and each agent Wi has a constant time loss,
cWi < 0.

A3 Agreement's Cost Over Time: Each agent i 2 fW1 W2  Wk  A1 ::: Akg
has a number ci such that: U i (s t1) U i (#s t2) i (si + ci b t21 c)
(#si + cib t22 c),19 where for any j 2 Type, cWj < 0 and cAj > 0 and
jcWk j jcWk;1 j
jcW1 j jcAk j
jcA1 j.
That is, an agent will gain more while using the resource than it will lose while
waiting for the resource.
The next assumption concerns the utility of opting out. W prefers opting out
sooner rather than later (regardless of its type) and A always prefers opting out
later rather than sooner (regardless of its type). This is because A gains over
time while W loses over time. For this reason A would never opt out. A would
prefer for agent W to opt out in the next iteration than to opt out by itself in the
current iteration.

A4 Cost of Opting Out Over Time: for any t 2 T ,
U W ((Opt t)) > U W ((Opt t + 1)) and
U A ((Opt t)) < U A ((Opt t + 1)):
18
For all s 2 S and i 2 Agent, si is agent i's portion of the resource.
19

t1 and t2 are divided by 2 to make the model similar to our previous one 32, 33, 34] where
each iteration took only one time period.
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Even though agent A prefers to continue the negotiation indenitely, an agreement will be reached (after a nite number of periods) if the next assumption
holds. The reason for this is that agent W can threaten to opt out at any given
time. This threat is the driving force of the negotiation process toward an agreement. If there is some agreement s that A prefers at time t over W 's opting out
in the next period t + 1, then it may agree to s.
The main factor that plays a role in reaching an agreement when agents can
opt out of the negotiation is the worst agreement for agent i in a given period t,
which is still more preferable to i than opting out in time period t. We denote
this agreement by s^it .
Agent A's loss from opting out is greater than that of W . This is because A's
session (of using the resource) is interrupted in the middle. We also assume that
if there are some agreements that agent W prefers over opting out, then agent
A also prefers at least one of those agreements over W 's opting out in the next
iteration.
A5 Range for Agreement: For every t 2 T , U W ((^sWt t)) > U W ((^sWt+1 t +
1)), U W ((Opt t)) > U W ((^sWt+1  t+1)), and if s^Wt
0 then U A ((^sWt  t)) >
A
A
A
Wt
+1
A
Wt
U ((Opt t + 1)) and U ((^s
 t + 1)) > U ((^s  t)). In addition,
s^WW1 t < s^WW2 t < < s^WWk t .
Our last assumption is that in the rst period there is an agreement that is
preferable to both agents (regardless of their type) over opting out.
A6 Possible Agreement: For all i j 2 Agent, U i ((^sj0 0)) U i ((^si0 0))
s^i0 is the worst agreement for agent i in period 0 which is still preferable to
opting out.
3.4 Agents' negotiation in a single encounter
We will rst consider the case where the probability that the agents will meet again
is very low, and therefore future encounters are not taken into consideration. The
results of the single encounter case will be used when considering the multiple
encounter situation.
Hence we recall from 34] what will happen in such cases (see detailed discussion and proofs in 34].20) Suppose i j 2 Type.
1. In general, Wi will not o er Aj anything better than its possible utility from
opting out in the next iteration, with the addition of Wi 's loss over time (i.e.,
s^WA i t+3 + jcWi j), since it can always wait until the next iteration and opt out.
Note, that we adjust the results presented in this section to t our new model, i.e., each
iteration takes two time periods rather than one. However, since the loss over time depends on
the number of iterations, the models are very similar.
20
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2. If Aj receives such an o er, it may realize that its opponent is no stronger
i t+3 + jc j.
than type i. This is because a stronger agent will not o er s^W
Wi
A
If it realizes that its opponent is at most of type i, it can wait until the next
iteration and o er W s^Wi t+3 . Since Aj gains more than W loses jcWi j < cAj ,
Aj will prefer it over W 's current o er.
3. It is better for Wi to \pretend"21 to be the strongest type by o ering only
s^WA k t+3 + jcWk j. This o er will be rejected, but in this way it will not convey
any information about W 's type to Aj .
4. In the next iteration, if Wi gets an o er that is worth less than opting out
(less than s^Wi t+3), then it will really opt out. That is, if Aj o ers s^Wl t+3
and W is of a stronger type than l it will opt out. This is because Wi knows
that in any future time period t , it will not reach an agreement better than
s^Wi t+3, and Wi would prefer to opt out over that possibility. Therefore, Aj
computes its expected utility for o ering s^Wi t+3 , for any i 2 Type, according
to its beliefs, and o ers the one where its expected utility is maximal. After
receiving the o er, W will either accept it or opt out according to its type.
0

This means that, if the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, the negotiation will end in the second iteration and the agents will reach an agreement in
this period with high probability. The exact probability and the details of the
agreement depend on agent Aj 's initial belief. Note that in this case, the agent's
behavior is not inuenced by its beliefs about its opponent's beliefs. Only each
agent's own beliefs play a role here. However, Aj may update its belief about W 's
type at the end of the negotiation.
According to assumption A5, agent A always prefers s^Wt over opting out,
regardless of its own type and regardless of W 's type. Therefore, in most of the
discussion on resource allocation, we will consider cases in which Aj 's type does
not play an important role, meaning that Aj 's actions do not depend on its exact
type. This simplies our discussion.22 Furthermore, in the next two sections we
will assume that there are only two types of agents in the environment, \high" and
Wl t
h t
\low", i.e., Type = fh lg such that, jcWh j jcWl j cAh cAl and s^W
W > s^W .
This means that agent h would prefer to opt out more often than agent l. Then
the threat of h to opt out in case it gets low o ers causes its opponent to o er it
higher agreements.
21
When we say that an agent B pretends to be agent C in a given situation, we mean that
agent B will take the same action as agent C , regardless of its expected utility in this situation.
However, if two agents are expected to take the same action, their opponent won't change its
beliefs observing the common action, as was stated in the Consistency requirement of S.E.
22
From a practical point of view, these are situations of asymmetric information.
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3.5 Multiple-encounter negotiation protocol
The main concern in this paper is situations where two agents may negotiate
several times. We will adjust the negotiation protocol described in the beginning
of Section 3 to the multiple-encounter negotiation situation.23
The notion of history dened in Denition 2 describes the progress of the negotiation in a single encounter negotiation. In multiple encounters, given two agents,
we use a sequence of histories to describe the encounters between them over time.
For i j 2 Agent, if the agents negotiate m times, we denote by Hi:j = H1 ::: Hm
the sequence of their histories. Furthermore, we assume that interactions with
other agents will not change the agents' beliefs about one another.24 Therefore, if
there are several encounters, we assume that the beliefs of the agent at the beginning of encounter Hq 1 < q m will be the same as at the end of the encounter
Hq 1 .
A pure strategy for an agent i species an action in the set fYes, No, OptgS
for every possible sequence of histories and appropriate system of beliefs. Since
the agents' belief at the end of one history is similar to the one at the beginning
of the next history in the sequence, there is no need for a strategy to be a function
of all the histories in a sequence of histories. Therefore, a strategy for a sequence
of histories will be composed of strategies that are functions of one history in the
sequence.
Furthermore, since in this paper we concentrate on the e ect of multiple encounters, we will not describe in detail the agent's strategies for each history in the
sequence. We will use the strategies described in Section 3.4 as the basic components of strategies of sequences of histories. For strategies that form a sequential
equilibrium, we will identify them with the actual events that occur. For example,
given a specic encounter, when saying that Aj will o er s^Wh 3 , we mean that in
every time period when it is Aj 's turn to make an o er, it will o er s^Wh t and if
it receives an o er smaller than s^Wh t + cAj it will reject it. However, since by the
second iteration, given W 's strategy, either agreement with s^Wh 3 or s^Wl 3 will be
reached, or W will opt out, we will characterize the strategies by the behavior in
the second iteration, i.e., s^Wl 3 , s^Wh 3 or Opt. Thus, in the rest of the paper the
main factors that play a role are the agents' utilities in the third time period. To
make the paper more readable, we will use short notations for these utilities, Uji
which denotes the utility of agent i from outcome j . In particular, we use l for
(^sWl 3 3), h for (^sWh 3  3), and O for (Opt 3). UjA will denote A's utility and Ujl
;

We described rst the protocol for one encounter in detail since it is the basic component of
the multi-encounter case.
24
This is the situation when there are only two agents in the environment or when the type
of one agent does not depend on the types of the others. That is, we do not consider the cases
where by learning that an agent is of type h, for example, it can also conclude that others are
less likely to be of the same type.
23
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Short Notation Utility
Ull
U Wl (^sWl 3 3)
l
Uh
U Wl (^sWh 3 3)
UOl
U Wl (Opt 3)
A
Ul
U Aj (^sWl 3 3)
A
Uh
U Aj (^sWh 3 3)
UOA
U Aj (Opt 3)

Explanation
Wl 's utility for agreement s^Wl 3 in period 3
Wl 's utility for agreement s^Wh 3 in period 3
Wl 's utility for opting out in period 3
Aj 's utility for agreement s^Wl 3 in period 3
Aj 's utility for agreement s^Wh3 in period 3
Aj 's utility if W opts out in period 3

Figure 1: Short notation. Note that UOA < UhA < UlA and UOl < Ull < Uhl .
denotes Wl's utility. These notations are summarized in Figure 1.
Given the new denitions of histories, strategies and systems of beliefs, sequential equilibrium's three conditions impose restrictions on each time period
in all sequences of histories. In particular, in any time period of every possible
history in a sequence of histories, agent i will try to maximize its expected utility,
with regard to the strategy of its opponent (which is composed of a sequence of
strategies for each encounter) and its beliefs about the probabilities of its opponents' type according to the given history. Furthermore, if there is a probability
attached as to whether a future encounter will happen, it will use this probability
to compute its expected utility.

4 Two Agents Involved in Two Encounters
Suppose that there is some probability that the agents will meet again and negotiate in similar situations in the future. In particular, we assume that the agent
that plays the role of A in the current negotiation, will play the same role in
the future. This may happen in situations where there are agents that use the
resource more often than the others. In some cases, Aj may take action in order
to nd out what W 's type is. On the other hand, W may want to inuence Aj 's
beliefs in order to benet in future encounters and may be willing to lose now in
order to increase its overall expected utility from all encounters. We demonstrate
the problem using the following example.

Example 1

Suppose there are several automated bankers, and each has its own communication
system to communicate with its customers and with other branches of the bank.
In addition there is a public communication line available for payment. The automated bankers usually use their own communications systems however, in the
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case they are experiencing an overload, or in case their communications system
is down, they use the public domain system. There are several possible standard
contracts for using the public systems which are known to all agents however, the
speci c contract of each bank is not known to the others.
Suppose that the communication system of BankA is down for several days and
therefore it uses the public system. At the same time, while the private system of
BankB is working, it is experiencing an exceptionally high workload. Therefore,
BankB would like to use the public system in the next M time periods.
A negotiation ensues between the two agents over dividing the use of the public system, during which time BankA has sole access to the public system and
continues to serve its customers during the negotiation, and BankB cannot serve
any of its extra customers. The negotiation requires resources from both agents
however, BankA's gain from usage of the resource is higher than its loses from
the negotiation itself. If an agreement on sharing the public system is not reached,
BankB can threaten to opt out and disconnect BankA from the public system. If
BankA is disconnected, each has some probability gaining access to the public system after some time.25 During the delay due to \opting out", BankA will lose the
connection with all its customers if it is able later to gain access, it will need to
pay again for the connection. BankB can still use its own communication line to
serve a portion of its customers.
They both know that on the following day, the communication system of BankA
will still be down and there is a probability  that BankB's system will again be
overloaded (this probability is based on their expectation from the behavior of the
stock market, etc.).
In this case, BankA which is using the communications system plays the role
of A, while BankB plays the role of W . Since, BankA continues to serve its customers during the negotiation and its pro ts from using the public system is higher
than its loss from the negotiation, it gains during the negotiation. Therefore, it
doesn't care if the negotiation continues inde nitely. In addition, it will prefer the
same agreement later rather than sooner and opting out later rather than sooner
thus, A0, A2 and A3 hold for BankA.
Since BankB can't use the resource during the negotiation, but the negotiation
is costly, it loses over time. Therefore, it would prefer any action over disagreement and it will prefer any agreement sooner rather than later and opting out
sooner rather than later thus A0, A2 and A3 hold for BankB.
Both agents would like to use the public system in the relevant time period as
much as possible, which justi es A1.

Suppose that both agents believe that with probability 0  1 they will
meet again in a similar situation in the future. We also assume that any given
25

Similar situations occur in the usage of public phones by humans.
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case Conditions
Subconditions Results
A
W

3
j
A
j
h
U (^s  3) ; ( Ul +
1
(1 ; j )UOA ) >
(^sWh 3  3)
j (UlA ; UhA )
in both encounters
UhA ; (j UlA +
Ull ; UOl <
(^sWh 3  3)
2a (1 ; j )UOA ) <
 (Uhl ; Ull )
in both encounters
j
A
A
 (Ul ; Uh )
Ull ; UOl >
If Wl then (^sWl 3  3) in both
2b
 (Uhl ; Ull )
encounters. If Wh (Opt 3)
in the rst encounter
(^sWh 3  3) in the second
Table 1: Results when the expectation for A from s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t
(Section 4.1.)
type of agent has the same beliefs concerning its opponent. We will denote by
j  j 2 Type Aj 's beliefs that W is of type l. For example, all the agents Ah
believe that their opponents are of type l with probability h , and type h with
probability 1 ; h .26
In the next sections we will characterize the situations of negotiation by two
agents in two encounters using di erent conditions. Note, that these conditions
compliment one another, and provide us with a large range of situations. The
conditions consist of inequalities on the utility functions of the agents. When the
inequality is with respect to agent A the letter A will appear in the condition's title. For example, BA1 denotes an inequality involving agent's A's utility function.
If an inequality is denoted by 1, its reverse will be denoted by 2. For example,
the reverse of inequality BA1 is denoted by BA2. As we mentioned above, these
two inequalities cover all the possibilities of A's utility functions, beside the one
that yields equality.
4.1 A's expectation from s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t
We rst consider the case where Aj 's expected utility (regardless of its type) in a
single encounter from o ering s^Wh t is greater than o ering s^Wl t (when it is A's
turn to make an o er). As was discussed in Section 3.4, if o ered s^Wh t, both
types of W will accept the o er, but if o ered s^Wl t, Wh will opt out. Therefore,
in the current section we assume that the following holds:

BA1

8j 2 Type j U Aj (^
sWl t  t) + (1 ; j )U Aj (O t) < U Aj (^sWht t).

This assumption is reasonable if there is a nite number of beliefs about other agents. Then,
we can divide any type into subtypes according to its beliefs about its opponent.
26
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In particular, the utility for Aj from o ering s^Wl 3 is UlA if W is of type l
(which Aj believes with probability j ) and UOA if W is of type h (which Aj
believes with probability 1 ; j ). Thus, the expected utility for Aj from o ering
s^Wl 3 is smaller than the utility of o ering s^Wh 3 which will be accepted by W
regardless of its type and will provide Aj with UhA with certainty in the second
iteration of the negotiation.
The main question here is, if another encounter is possible with probability  ,
whether it is worthwhile for Aj to o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter. In such cases,
if its opponent's type is l, Aj may nd out about it and use its ndings in the
second encounter. In that case, Aj should compare between its expected utility
from o ering s^Wh 3 in both encounters, i.e., UhA + UhA , and o ering s^Wl 3 in the
rst encounter. After that Aj can then decide according to the results whether
to o er s^Wl 3 again or s^Wh 3 , i.e., j UlA + UlA ] + (1 ; j ) UOA + UhA ].
In the following theorem we consider the situation where the possible loss for
Aj from o ering s^Wl 3 rather than s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter is greater than the
possible gain for Aj from nding out that W is of type l and then reaching the
agreement s^Wl 3 . Formally,
BA1.1 UhA ; j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA] > j  UlA ; UhA ].
In the next theorem we show that if BA1.1 holds both encounters will always
end with an agreement.

Theorem 6 (Aj does not gain enough from information)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1 and BA1.1 and the agents use
sequential equilibrium strategies then Aj should o er s^Wh 3 in the second iteration
of both encounters. This o er will be accepted by both types of W (this is Case 1
of Table 1).

Proof

If Aj o ers s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter, W will accept the o er regardless of its
type. On the other hand, if Aj o ers s^Wl 3 , it is clear from the discussion of
Section 3.4 that Wh will opt out and Wl will consider accepting the agreement. If
Wl accepts the agreement then Aj will realize that W 's type is l and can use it in
the second encounter (if it occurs). Thus, in order to conclude that Aj will o er
s^Wh 3 we need to show that: UhA + UhA j UlA + UlA ] + (1 ; j ) UOA + UhA ],
but this is clear from the assumption BA1.1.
The equilibrium in the above theorem is a pooling equilibrium. Both types
of W will take the same actions, and agent A will be able to obtain additional
information on W in these encounters. We now consider situations in which the
24

inequality of BA1.1 is reversed27 and make additional assumptions about Wl 's
utility function.
BA1.2 UhA ; j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA] < j  UlA ; UhA ]
The next inequality states that the possible loss for Wl from opting out in the
rst encounter rather than accepting s^Wl 3 is less than the possible gain for Wl in
the second encounter given  , from o ering Uhl rather than Ull .

BW1

Ull ; UOl <  Uhl ; Ull ].

If BA1.2 holds there may be situations where it is worthwhile for Aj to o er
s^Wl 3 (Case 2 of Table 1), depending on Wl 's behavior. If BW1 holds, it is
worthwhile for Wl to pretend to be Wh by opting out when o ered s^Wl 3 in the
rst encounter to conceal its type. This will ensure that W will be o ered s^Wh 3
in the second encounter. This is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 7 (Aj may benet from information, but Wl conceals its type)
If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1 BA1.2 and BW1 and the agents
use sequential equilibrium strategies, then Aj will o er s^Wh 3 in both encounters.
(Case 2a of Table 1.)
Proof

If Wl is o ered s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, it should consider whether to accept
the o er and thus reveal its type (because Wh will never accept this o er), or
opt out and receive s^Wh 3 in the next encounter too (if it occurs). That is, if
(1 +  )Ull < UOl + Uhl then Wl should opt out in the rst encounter if it receives
s^Wl 3. However, this could be concluded from BW1.
If Wl will opt out in the rst encounter if o ered s^Wl 3, it is better for Aj
to o er s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter (since Aj cannot learn anything by o ering
s^Wl 3), so that both encounters will end with an agreement s^Wh 3 in the second
iteration.
Next, we consider situations where the reverse of inequality BW1 holds.28
BW2 Ull ; UOl >  Uhl ; Ull].
If BW2 holds, it is worthwhile for Wl to accept s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter
(Case 2b of Table 1). In this situation, it is worthwhile for Aj to o er s^Wl 3 in
the rst encounter and to nd out what W 's type is.
Note, that inequalities BA1.1 and BA1.2 below cover all possibilities of A's utility functions,
beside the one that yields equality.
28
Note, that inequalities BW1 and BW2 cover all possibilities of Wl 's utility functions, beside
the one that yields equality.
27
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Theorem 8 (Aj may benet from information, and Wl reveals its type)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1 BA1.2 and BW2, and the agents
use sequential equilibrium strategies, then Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter
and decide on its o er in the next encounter according to W 's behavior in the
rst one. If W opts out, Aj will then o er s^Wh 3 in the second encounter and if
W accepts the o er in the rst encounter, Aj will then o er it s^Wl 3 again in the
second encounter.

Proof

If Ull ; UOl  (Uhl ; Ull ) then it isn't worthwhile for Wl to opt out in the rst
encounter even if it receives an o er of s^Wl 3. In such situations it is worthwhile
for Aj to try to nd out W 's type by o ering s^Wl 3 . This o er will be accepted
by Wl , but Wh will opt out.
The equilibrium in the above theorem is a separating equilibrium. At the end
of the rst encounter A will nd out what W 's type is.
We demonstrate the di erent cases of this section in the following example.

Example 2

We return to the example of the communication systems. Suppose that BankA
does not know the exact details of the contract BankB has for using the public
communication system.29 We also assume that each negotiation iteration takes
one minute. There are two possibilities for BankB's contracts: high (h) and low
(l).
If BankB holds contracts of type h, then the BankB loses $300 per minute
during the negotiation period and gains $100 per minute when sharing the communication system with BankA. If BankB opts out the overall gain for BankB will
be $450, but it will also lose $100 per minute during the negotiation.
If BankB holds contracts of type l, then BankB loses $200 per minute during
the negotiation period and gains $100 per minute when sharing the public communication system with BankA. If BankB opts out the overall gain for BankB will
be $250, but it will also lose $100 per minute during the negotiation as in type h.
BankA gains $600 per minute during the negotiation and gains $100 per
minute when it shares the public communication system with the BankB. If BankB
opts out of the negotiation BankA obtains $300 per minute for the time of the negotiation.
The utility functions of the agents are presented in Table 2.
Suppose BankB would like to gain access to the public communication system
for the next 10 time periods, i.e., M = 10 and the BankA believes that BankB is
29 For simplicity, we assume that BankB's contract is known to BankA. However, it is easy to
extend the example to the case where there are two types of contracts for BankA too.
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Type h
Type l
t
bb
h
U ((s t)) = su ; 3b 2 c
U bbl ((s t)) = su ; 2b 2t c
t
bb
U h ((Optbb  t)) = 4:5 ; b 2 c U bbl ((Optbb t)) = 2:5 ; b 2t c
U bbh ((Optba  t)) = ;b 2t c
U bbl ((Optba t)) = ;b 2t c
t
t
bb
t
h
s^ = (5 ; 2b 2 c 5 + 2b 2 c) s^bbl t = (7 ; b 2t c 3 + b 2t c)
U ba((s t)) = sba + 6b 2t c
U ba((Optbb t)) = 3b 2t c
U ba((Optba b 2t c)) = ;100

Table 2: Utility functions of the BankA and BankB in Example 2. bbl and bbh
denote the BankB of type l and h respectively. ba denotes BankA.
of type l with probability 127 , i.e.,  = 127 . BankA, of course, plays the role of A
and BankB plays the role of W . This is a situation where A's expectation from
s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t in a single encounter. In particular, s^Wl 3 = (6 4),
s^Wh 3 = (3 7), UlA = 12, UhA = 9 and UOA = 3, Uhl = 5 Ull = 2, and UOl = 1:5.
If the probability that BankB will need the public communication system again
is, for example, 72 (i.e.,  = 27 ) then it is easy to compute that we are in Case 1
of Table 1. In that case there will be an agreement in both encounters.
However, if the probability that BankB will need the public communication
system again is 74 (i.e.,  = 47 ) then we are in Case 2 of Table 1. Given the
utility function of BankB of type l, we are in Case 2a of Table 1 and therefore,
this case will also end with an agreement in both encounters.

To summarize, the cases that we consider cover all possibilities of utility functions when A's expectation from s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t, beside situations
of equality in the conditions. In all the cases we considered in this section, the
negotiation will end in the second iteration in both encounters. Also, the second
encounter will always end with an agreement. However, some of the rst encounters will end with opting out (Case 2b). This seems to be a rare situation, since
this may happen only if the probability of the second encounter (i.e.,  ) is very
low and Wl 's utilities from s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 are very close in value, considering
that Ull ; UOl is very close to zero.
4.2 Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t is lower than from s^Wl t
In this section we consider the complementary case to Section 4.1 where, in a
single encounter, the expected utility for Aj , regardless of its type, from o ering
s^Wl t is greater than from o ering s^Wh t, i.e.,

BA2

j U Aj (^sWlt t) + (1 ; j )U Aj (O t) > U Aj (^sWht  t)
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In this situation, if there is a single encounter, Aj will o er s^Wl t and will
always have the opportunity to get information on W 's type. Therefore, in such
situations, during the rst negotiation encounter, Wl wants to convince Aj that
it is of type h. If it succeeds, in the next encounter Aj will treat W as Wh and
not as Wl as if its beliefs are not changed.30 The only way that Wl may convince
Aj that its type is h, is by opting out if it gets an o er less than s^Wh t. As we
explained above, if Wh is o ered less than s^Wh t then it opts out since opting out is
better for Wh than an o er that is less than s^Wh t. If Wh rejects the o er (chooses
No) it will not reach a better agreement in the future. Therefore, if Wl wants to
convince Aj that it is of type h it should opt out too. However, it is not always
rational for Wl to pretend being Wh and to opt out. It depends on condition
BW2 that is described in the previous section in which the di erence between
Wl 's utility from s^Wl3 and (Opt 3) is greater than the di erence between s^Wl 3
and s^Wh 3 multiplied by  .
In particular, if BW2 holds, it is not rational for Wl to pretend being Wh as
stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 9 (Wl accepts s^Wl3 and reveals its type)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 BW 2, and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, if Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the second iteration of the rst
encounter, then Wh will opt out and will be o ered s^Wh 3 in the second encounter.
Wl will accept s^Wl 3 and will be o ered the same in the second encounter.

Proof

If Aj knows that W is of type l it will o er s^Wl t in any iteration of the negotiation.
On the other hand, since Wh will not accept an o er of s^Wl t if W accepts such
an o er, Aj can conclude that it is of type l. Therefore, Wl should compare
between accepting s^Wl 3 in both encounters, or opting out in the rst encounter
and accepting s^Wh 3 in the next one (if it occurs). Thus, if Ull + Ull UOl + Uhl ,
Wl should accept s^Wl 3 . But this inequality is clear from BW2 of the theorem.
Now, since in this section we assume that Aj prefers to obtain information (i.e.,
BA2 holds), the theorem is clear.
As in Theorem 8 the equilibrium in the above theorem is separating equilibrium and Aj will nd out what W 's type is in the second encounter.
If BW1 holds rather than BW2, then the situation is more complicated. In
these cases, Wl 's expected utility from opting out in the second iteration of the
rst encounter, and accepting an o er in the next encounter as Wh , is greater
than its expected utility from accepting an o er as Wl in both encounters. Even
30 Note that in the previous section, W just wanted to maintain the current situation. In this
l
case, Wl tries to convince Aj that its type is h.
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though it is worthwhile for Wl to opt out in the rst encounter, if it is o ered
s^Wl 3 in the second iteration and if as a result Aj will change its beliefs and o er
W s^Wh 3 in the second encounter. However, if Wl will always behave as Wh , then
Aj will not change its beliefs if it observes behavior typical to Wh , since it knows
that both Wl and Wh behave similarly31 , i.e., opting out when o ered s^Wl 3. Thus,
there is no sequential equilibrium with pure strategies, and the agents should use
mixed strategies and the equilibrium is hybrid equilibrium.
As we mentioned in Section 3.2, when the agents choose to randomize between
several pure strategies, the expected utility from all of these strategies should be
the same, otherwise they will not agree to randomize but rather prefer one pure
strategy over the other. In our case, when Wl is o ered s^Wl 3 it should randomize
between accepting the o er and opting out. Thus, its expected utility in both
cases should be the same. If Aj observes opting out, it should randomize in the
second encounter between o ering s^Wl 3 again or o ering s^Wh 3.
We denote by pW the probability that Wl will opt out if o ered s^Wl 3 in the
rst encounter, and by pA the probability that Aj will o er s^Wh 3 in the second
encounter if W opts out of the rst one. The probability in which Wl and Aj
should randomize their strategies in a sequential equilibrium is stated in the next
lemma.

Lemma 10 (probabilities of mixed strategies of Wl and Aj )
If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 BW 1 and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies (with mixed strategies) then
l
l
pA =  (UUl l;;UUOl)

(1)

j A
A
pW = (1 ;j(U)(AU;h U;AU) O )

(2)

h

and

l

l

h

Proof

Suppose that if Wl receives an o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, it will opt out with
probability pW . Since Wh always opts out in such situations, when Aj observes
opting out after proposing s^Wl 3 , it will update its beliefs about W 's type
and
j pW

using Bayes' rule it will conclude that W 's type is l with probability 1 j +j pW .
In the next encounter (if it occurs), Aj will choose randomly between o ering
s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 if the expected utilities from both o ers are the same. If it
;

Note that there is a paradox. If Aj is not inuenced by both agents behaving as Wh , it is
not rational for Wl to behave as Wh . Therefore, if Aj observes Wh 's behavior, it may conclude
that it is Wh . However, if Aj 's beliefs are aected by W 's behavior, it is worthwhile for Wl also
to pretend to be Wh  a paradox.
31

29

o ers s^Wh 3 , then W will accept the o er regardless of its type and Aj 's expected
utility will be UhA . If it o ers s^Wl 3 in the second encounter, Wl will accept
the o er and Wh will opt out. Using Aj updated belief, its expected utility is:
j p W
j pW
A
A
^Wh 3 and
1 j +j pW Ul + (1 ; 1 j +j pW )UO . If Aj expected utilities from both s
s^Wl 3 to be the same we can conclude that 1 jj+pWj pW UlA + (1 ; 1 jj+pWj pW )UOA =
j A A
UhA and thus pW = (1 j(U)(lAUhUhAU)O ) .
If Wl receives the o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, it will choose randomly
between opting out and accepting the o er only if its expected utility from both
are the same. If it accepts the o er and reveals its type, it will be o ered s^Wl 3
also in the next encounter, thus Wl 's expected utility in this case is Ull + Ull .
If it opts out with probability pW , then in the second encounter Aj will o er
s^Wh 3 with probability pA and will o er s^Wl 3 with probability 1 ; pA. Thus,
Wl 's expected utility in this case is UOl + (pA Uhl + (1 ; pA )Ull ). We require that
l l
UOl + (pAUhl + (1 ; pA)Ull ) = Ull + Ull and we conclude that pA = U(Ul hl UUOll ) .
It is still left to be shown that 0 pA 1 and that 0 pW 1. From our
assumptions, Ull > UOl and Uhl > Ull it is clear that pA > 0 and from BW1 it is
clear that pA < 1. Similarly, since UhA > UOA and UlA > UhA pW > 0 and by BA2
it is clear that pW < 1.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Finally, we must verify that under the above mixed strategies, it is still worthwhile for Aj to o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, where Wh will opt out and Wl
will choose randomly between also opting out or accepting. This is considered in
the following theorem.

Theorem 11 (mixed strategies and pure strategies)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 BW 1 and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies (with mixed strategies) then if

BA23 :

j (1 ; pW )(UlA + UlA)+
(1 ; j + j pW ) UOA + pA UhA +  (1 ; pA )(j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA )] >
UhA + (j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA )
then

First encounter: Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter jWh AwillAalways opt

out and Wl will opt out with probability pW = (1 j(U)(AUhU AU)O ) and with
l
h
probability 1 ; pW will accept the o er. If W accepts the o er, agent A
will believe with probability one,
that W 's type is l. If W opts out, A
UhA UOA
will believe with probability U A U A that W 's type is l.
;

;

;

;

l

;
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Second encounter: If A believes that W 's type is l with probability 1, then it
will o er s^Wl 3 which be accepted by W .32
l l
Otherwise, Aj will o er s^Wl 3 with probability pA = U(Ul l UUOl ) and with
h l
probability 1 ; pA it will o er s^Wh 3. Wl will accept the o er, but Wh
will opt out.
If inequality BA23 does not hold, Aj will o er s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter and
s^Wl 3 in the second one.
;

;

Proof

Most of the proof is clear from Lemma 10 and the discussion in Section 3.4. It is
left to be shown that if inequality BA23 holds, then Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst
encounter. According to Lemma 10, if Aj o ers s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, then
it believes that with probability j (1 ; pW ) its o er will be accepted, Wl reveals
its type and its overall expected utility in this case is (UlA + UlA ).
Aj also believes that with probability 1 ; j + j pW W will opt out (either
because it is Wh or because it is Wl that opts out with probability pW ). In this
case its utility in the rst encounter will be UOA and in the second encounter Aj
will o er s^Wh 3 with probability pA and with probability 1 ; pA will o er s^Wl 3 .
If it o ers s^Wh 3, its o er will be accepted by both agents however, Wh will opt
out if o ered s^Wl 3. To summarize, Aj 's expected utility from o ering s^Wl 3 in the
rst encounter is:

j (1;pW )(UlA+UlA )+(1;j +j pW ) UOA+pA UhA +(1;pA )(j UlA +(1;j )UOA)]
If Aj o ers s^Wh 3 it will be accepted by W regardless of its type, and Aj 's
beliefs will not be changed. According to BA2 in the second encounter, Aj will
o er s^Wl 3, thus, Aj 's expected outcome in this case is UhA +  (j UlA +(1 ; j )UOA ).
Therefore, Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter if the following holds:
(1 ; j pW )(UlA + UlA )+
(1 ; j + j pW ) UOA + pA UhA +  (1 ; pA )(j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA )] >
UhA + (j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA :
By BA23 this inequality holds.
It is useful to characterize situations where the condition BA2.3 of the above
theorem holds. Especially since pA includes Wl 's utility, it is useful to know
whether Aj 's decision depends on Wl 's utility or not. We found out that Aj 's
decision depends on its own utilities, Aj 's original belief that W 's type is l (j )
and on the probability that the agents will meet again ( ).
32

Note, that A's belief is correct here in this case W 's type is l.
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Lemma 12

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 BW 1 and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies (with mixed strategies) and
A
A U A ; U A)
l
O
UlA ; UhA + (1 ; j )UOA +  (1 ; j )UlA > (1 ; j ) (Uh ;UUAO )(
(3)
A
;
U
l
h

then Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter.

Proof

After substituting pW and pA according to their denitions in inequality 3 we
obtain the following:
j )(UhA UOA ) A
A
(4)
UlA UhA )(Ul + Ul )
UhA(Uhl UOl )
Ull UOl
j A
j A
 (Uhl Ull ) ) +  (1 ;  (Uhl Ull ) ( Ul + (1 ;  )UO )

UhA + UhA ; (1 ; (1

;

;(1 ; j

j A A
+ (1 U A)(UUh A UO ) )(UOA +
;

;

l

;

h

;

;

;

;

< 0:

;

;

After some manipulations of the above, one can conclude that inequality 3 holds.
In the following examples we demonstrate the situations described in this
section.

Example 3

We return to the example of the communication systems. Suppose that the utility
functions are exactly as in Table 2 of Example 2, but that BankA believes with
probability 34 that the BankB's type is l. We have UlA = 12 UhA = 9 UOA = 3 Uhl =
5 Ull = 2, and UOl = 1:5 In this situation we are in the case where A's expectation
from s^Wh t is lower than from s^Wl t in a single encounter, i.e., BA2 holds.
Suppose  = 101 . In this situation BW2 holds and by Theorem 9 BankA (A)
will o er s^Wl 3 = (6 4) in the rst encounter. If BankB is of type l, it will
accept the o er s^Wl 3 = (6 4) and will get a similar o er in the second encounter
(if it occurs). If BankB is of type h it will opt out in the rst encounter, and
will accept (3 7) in the second encounter. In both cases, at the end of the rst
encounter BankA will know for sure the type of BankB.
Suppose,  = 12 . In this situation BW1 holds and the reverse of inequality BA23 is true. Therefore, by Theorem 11 BankA will o er (3 7) in the rst
encounter and will o er (6 4) in the second encounter.
Suppose,  = 12 as before, but UlA = 20. In this situation BW1 still holds
but inequality BA23 also holds. By Theorem 11 if BankB's type is l and it is
o ered (6 4) in the rst encounter it should choose randomly between accepting
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the o er and opting out in the rst encounter with probability pW = 25 it will
opt out and with probability 35 it will accept the o er. BankA will o er (6 4) in
the rst encounter. In the second encounter, with probability pA = 31 it will o er
(3 7) and with 23 it will o er W (6 4).

In the previous section, where BA1 holds, we were able to nd pure sequential
equilibrium strategies, while in this section, where BA2 holds, in some situations
the agents will need to use mixed strategies. The reason for this behavior is that
when BA1 holds, Wl does not try to change A's belief in the rst encounter, it
just tries not to reveal its type. However, when BA2 holds, Wl tries to decrease
A's probabilistic belief that its type is l. In several of these situations there is no
sequential equilibrium of pure strategies.

5 Two Agents and More Than Two Encounters
In this section we consider situations in which the agents may meet more than
twice.33 For example, there is some probability that BankB's system will again
be overloaded while the communication system of BankA is still down.
Suppose the agents believe that in addition to the current encounter there is
some positive probability for m encounters and that the (independent) probability
for each of these encounters is i , i = 1 ::: m, respectively. This assumption is
valid in the case that the probability of the need for a resource in one time period
does not depend on the probability of using the resource in another time period.
For example, the probability that the communication system will be down on one
day does not depend on whether it was down on the previous day. Similarly,
the fact that there are excessive customer requests on one day does not help in
predicting the situation on the next day. It mainly depends on the behavior of
the market, the day of the week, etc. Thus, in our analysis, agents don't update
their beliefs about future interactions.
As in the case of two encounters, we assume that agents play the same role
in all encounters and again we will distinguish between the case where Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t in a single encounter, and the case
where Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t is lower than from s^Wl t in a single encounter.
5.1 Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t is higher than from s^Wl t (many encounters)
We assume that BA1 holds. In this case, as in the case of two encounters, Aj
may try to o er s^Wl t in some of the encounters in order to nd out what W 's
Since the case of two encounters is much simpler than the general case and the strategies are
simpler, we decided to present both results.
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type is. Aj 's benets from nding that W 's type is l increases with the number of
encounters. Therefore, Aj should compare between o ering s^Wh t in all encounters
(an o er which will be accepted by both types of W ), and o ering s^Wl t in the
rst encounter (which will cause Wh to opt out) and depending on the result, o er
s^Wl t or s^Wh t in later encounters. We rst consider the case where the expected
loss from o ering s^Wl 3 rather than s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter, is greater than
the expected gain from the information on W 's type in possible future encounters.
This is an extension of assumption BA1.1 for more than two encounters and it is
formalized as follows:
BA1.1M UhA ; (j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA)] > (Pmq=1 q ) (j UlA + (1 ; j )UhA) ; UhA].
If BA1.1M holds, Aj should o er W s^Wh 3 in both encounters as stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 13 (Aj does not gain enough from information)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1, B1.1M and the agents are using
sequential equilibrium strategies, then Aj should o er s^Wh 3 in all the encounters.
This o er will be accepted by W regardless of its type.

Proof

Aj should compare between the expected outcome from o ering s^Wl3 , in which
case it would have an opportunity to nd out what W 's type is, and will have the
following expected utility: j UlA (1+1+ +m )+(1;j ) UOA +UhA (1 + +m )],
and o ering s^Wh 3 in all encounters, in which case its expected utility will be
(1+ 1 + + m )UhA . Putting this together, the result will be that if the following
inequality holds, Aj should o er s^Wh 3 in all encounters:
m
X

m
m
X
X
A
j
A
A
j
A
(1 + i )Uh >  Ul + ( i )Ul ] + (1 ;  ) UO + ( i )UhA ]
i=1
i=1
i=1

(5)

But, this is clear from assumption BA1.1M.

We demonstrate this case in the following example.

Example 4

Suppose the situation is exactly as in the rst case of Example 2, but in this case
there are four possible encounters, in addition to the rst one (i.e., m = 4), and
the probability of each of the encounters is  = 0:1. Note that the probability of
each encounter is independent of the others thus if BankA and BankB negotiate
on the second day, it doesn't inuence their probability of negotiating on the third
day. In such a case BA1 and BA1.1M hold, and by Theorem 13, Aj will o er
s^Wh 3 = (3 7) in all the encounters, and the o er will be accepted by W .
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We now consider the situation where the inequality of BA1.1M is reversed. In
this case it is an extension of the situation of two encounters where BA1.2 holds.
BA1.2M UhA ; (j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA)] < (Pmq=1 q ) (j UlA + (1 ; j )UhA) ; UhA]
If BA1.2M holds, Aj may consider o ering W s^Wl 3, but that depends on Wl 's
response to such an o er. As in the two encounter case, it may be that Wl , if
o ered s^Wl 3 , will prefer to select randomly between opting out and accepting the
o er in order to prevent Aj from changing its beliefs. This will be rational for Wl
if opting out and then receiving s^Wh 3 in all the encounters that are left is better
than receiving s^Wl 3 in all encounters.
Otherwise, this situation is similar to the situation when BW2 holds and there
were only two encounters. We denote the extension of BW2 by BW2M.
BW2M (Pmq=1 q)(Uhl ; Ull) < Ull ; UOl .

Theorem 14 (Aj may benet from information, and Wl reveals its type)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1 BA1.1M and BW2M and the
agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, then in the rst encounter Aj will
o er s^Wl 3 . Wl will accept s^Wl 3 , Wh will opt out and Aj will update its beliefs
accordingly. In the rest of the encounters if W is of type l, Aj will o er s^Wl 3 
otherwise it will o er s^Wh 3 .

Proof

If Wl 's gain from accepting s^Wh 3 instead of s^Wl 3 in the rest of the encounters
is smaller than Wl 's loss from opting out instead of accepting s^Wl 3 in the rst
encounter, it should accept s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter. But this is clear from
assumption BW2M.
Situations where the conditions of Theorem 14 hold are rare since Ull ; UOl
is close to zero. They are true only when the probabilities of future encounters
are low and when Uhl ; Ull is relatively small. We present such a situation in the
following example.

Example 5

Suppose the situation is as in the rst case of Example 2 but Wl 's utility from s^Wh 3
is only three, i.e., UlA = 12, UhA = 9, UOA = 3, Uhl = 3, Ull = 2, UOl = 1:5 and
j = 127 . In addition, suppose there are three expected encounters (in addition
to the rst one) with probability  = 0:15. In this situation BA1,BA1.1M and
BW2M hold. Aj will then o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, Wh will opt out and
Wl (which Aj believes with high probability is actually W 's type) will accept the
o er. The rest of the encounters will end either by s^Wh 3 or s^Wl 3 depending on
W 's real type.
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The situation is more complicated if BW2M's inequality is reversed. This is
an extension of the two encounters case where BW1 holds. Since Ull ; UOl is close
to zero, it is a common situation.

BW1M (Pmq=1 q)(Uhl ; Ull) > Ull ; UOl .

In such situations we will use backtracking techniques to identify sequential equilibrium. For this purpose we identify two types of encounters.

Denition 15 (maximal encounter in which it is still worthwhile for Aj to
gather information)
Let nA be the maximal encounter 0
equality:

UhA ;

(j UlA + (1 ; j )UOA )] < (

nA
m
X

q=nA +1

m which satis es the following inq ) (j UlA + (1 ; j )UhA ) ; UhA] (6)

That is, nA is the maximal encounter in which it is still worthwhile for Aj to
try to gather information by o ering s^Wl 3 to W . It is clear that such an nA exists
(e.g., nA = 0) since we consider the case where BA1.2M holds. It is also clear
that nA 6= m since we consider the case in which Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t in
a single encounter is higher than that from s^Wl t , i.e., BA1 holds.
We will consider A and W 's behavior in encounter nA + 1 and the encounters
that came before it. At encounter nA + 1 it is clear that if Aj 's beliefs were not
changed by it, so that Aj will o er s^Wh 3 (since nA is the maximal encounter in
which it is still worthwhile for A to try to gather information regardless of its
type) and W will accept it.
Aj 's behavior before encounter nA +1 depends on Wl 's behavior which in turn
depends on the maximal encounter so that it is still worthwhile for Wl to pretend
being Wh .

Denition 16 (maximal encounter in which it is still worthwhile for Wl to
pretend being Wh )
We denote by nW the maximal encounter so that the following holds:

0 m
1
X
@
q A (Uhl ; Ull ) > Ull ; UOl
q=nW +1

(7)

That is, nW is the maximal encounter in which it is still worthwhile for Wl to
pretend being Wh by opting out if it receives an o er of s^Wl 3 . Note, that since in
this case we have BW1M, then inequality 7 holds for nW = 0.
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The main factor that a ects the sequential equilibrium strategies in this case
is the relation between nA and nW . We will consider the case in which nA nW .
This is a common situation when Ull ; UOl is close to zero and in the presence of
the other assumptions we make in this section. If nA nW , then all encounters
will end with an agreement.

Theorem 17 (Wl may wait longer than Aj )

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA1 BA1.2M and BW1M, and the
agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, then if nA nW , agent Aj will o er
s^Wh 3 in all encounters, and it will be accepted by W regardless of its type.

Proof

We will show that for every encounter k, if it occurs, if Aj 's beliefs were not
changed before, and if it still believes with probability j that W 's type is l, then
Aj should o er s^Wh 3 and its beliefs will not change at the end of this encounter.
Base case: When k > nA , this assumption is clear, because if Aj 's beliefs were
not changed, and since nA is the maximal encounter in which it is still worthwhile
for Aj to try and nd out W 's type by o ering s^Wl 3 , if the encounter is greater
than nA , Aj should o er s^Wh 3. This o er will be accepted by W , regardless of
its type, and Aj 's beliefs will not be changed.
When k = nA , Aj should consider o ering s^Wl 3. However, since nW nA and for
all encounters which are greater than nA , it is clear that Aj will o er s^Wh 3 if its
beliefs were not changed. Therefore if Wl is o ered s^Wl 3, it should opt out and as
a result, Aj 's beliefs will not be changed and in the rest of the encounters it will
o er s^Wh 3. However, if this occurs, then Aj will not gain anything by o ering
s^Wl 3 and it should actually o er s^Wh 3.
Induction case (k < nA ): Suppose the assumption is true for all k < k m.
In encounter k, if it occurs, Aj should consider o ering s^Wl 3 . However, by the
inductive assumption, if Aj 's beliefs will not be changed then in the rest of its
encounters Aj will o er s^Wh 3 . Since k < nW , it is clear that it is worthwhile for
Wl to opt out if o ered s^Wl3 . In this case, Aj will not benet from o ering s^Wl 3
and it will therefore o er s^Wh 3 which will be accepted by W , leaving Aj 's beliefs
the same as before.
We can conclude, that in all encounters, Aj will o er s^Wh 3 , which will be
accepted by W regardless of its type.
0

Note that the equilibrium in the above theorem is a pooling equilibrium. Both

Wl and Wh will take the same actions. We demonstrate this case with the following
example.
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Example 6

Suppose the situation is similar to Example 2 but there are four possible encounters
(in addition to the rst one) each with probability  = 0:2., i.e., UlA = 12 UhA =
9 UOA = 3 Uhl = 5 Ull = 2, UOl = 1:5. and j = 127 . It is easy to see that
BA1 BA1.2M and BW1M hold. Furthermore, if we denote the rst encounter by
0, (thus the last one is denoted by 4), nA = 1 and nW = 3. By the above theorem,
Aj will then o er s^Wh 3 = (3 7) in all encounters.
5.2 Aj 's expectation from s^Wh t is lower than from s^Wl t (many encounters)
In this section we assume that BA2 holds, and therefore Aj will always consider
o ering s^Wl 3 and will gather information.
The simple case is when BW2M holds and it is not worthwhile for Wl to
pretend to be Wh . The equilibrium in this case is a separating equilibrium and
Aj nds out what is W 's type. It is considered in the next theorem.

Theorem 18 (Aj may benet from information and Wl reveals its type)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 and BW2M, and the agents use
sequential equilibrium strategies, then Aj will o er s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter
which will be accepted by Wl and Wh will opt out. In future encounters, if it is
Wh the agreement will be s^Wh 3 , and if it is Wl , the agreement will be s^Wl 3.

Proof

Similar to the proof of Theorem 14.
As we mentioned before, situations where BW2M holds are rare since Ull ; UOl
is close to zero. We present such a situation in the next example.

Example 7

Suppose the agents' utility function is as in Example 5, i.e., UlA = 12, UhA = 9,
UOA = 3, Uhl = 3, Ull = 2, UOl = 1:5 but j = 43 . In addition, suppose that there are
three expected encounters (in addition to the rst one) with probability  = 0:15.
In this case BA2 and BW2M hold and, according to the above theorem, if W is
of type l then all encounters will end with s^Wl 3 . If W is of type h, it will opt out
in the rst encounter, but the rest of the encounters will end with s^Wh 3 .

If BW1M holds, then the situation is more complicated and the agents use
mixed strategies. Usually, in the rst encounter Aj will o er s^Wl 3, Wh will opt
out and Wl will choose randomly between opting out and accepting the o er. If
s^Wl 3 is accepted by W , then Aj will continue to o er s^Wl 3 in the rest of the
encounters. If W opts out, Aj 's belief that W 's type is h increases and in the
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next encounter it will choose randomly between o ering s^Wl 3 again and o ering
s^Wh 3. Wl will choose randomly again between opting out and accepting and so
on and so forth. Eventually, in the last encounter, if Wl is o ered s^Wl 3 it will
accept it and Wh will opt out. Let us denote the rst encounter by 0 and the rest
of them by 1  m as well as denoting by pi i = 0  m ; 1 the probability that
Wl will opt out in encounter i if it receives s^Wl 3. We denote by qi i = 1  m the
probability that Aj will o er s^Wh 3 in encounter i if it chooses randomly between
s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3. Since, whenever an agent chooses randomly between two options,
its expected outcome from both options should be the same. We can construct
2m equations specifying these equalities. Solving these equations, if possible, will
provide us with the appropriate probabilities. However, these equations may turn
out to be complicated because we should take into consideration whether a future
encounter will occur and other possible scenarios. Both Aj 's beliefs over time and
the agents' expected utilities depend on the pis and the qi s.
We prove a general lemma on Aj 's beliefs concerning W 's type in a given
encounter.

Lemma 19 (Aj 's belief after several encounters)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2 and BW1M, and the agents use
sequential equilibrium strategies such that in encounter 0 i < m, if Wl is o ered
s^Wl 3 and it opts out with probability pi , then the following holds:


Suppose that the agents reach encounter 0 < y m and before this encounter,
encounters 0 i1  in occur in which W opts out, then if Aj 's original belief
that W 's type is l was j , and according to Wl 's sequential equilibrium it opts
out with probability pik for ik = 0  in, then in the beginning of encounter
j
n .
y, Aj 's belief that W 's type is l is 1 j +p0 pjip10pip1i:::p
in


;



If Aj o ered W s^Wh 3 in a given encounter, then its belief in the next encounter will not change. Also, if a given encounter did not occur, Aj 's belief
does not change.

Proof

The second conclusion is clear by our denitions. We prove the rst item of the
lemma by induction on in .
Base case (y=1): It is easy to jsee by Bayes' rule that after the rst encounter if
W opted out, Aj 's belief is 1 j +poj p0 .
Induction case: Suppose the assumption is true for encounter y and suppose
W opted out in that encounter, then in the beginning of the following encounter,
;
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Aj 's beliefs will be according to Bayes's rule :
j p0 pi1 :::pin
j +j p0 pi1 :::pin
j
 p0 pi1 :::pin
j p0 pi1 :::pin
j +j p0 pi1 :::pin + py 1 j +j p0 pi1 :::pin

py 1

;

1; 1

;

;

Using simple algebraic manipulations we obtain the required probability.
To demonstrate the kind of equations that should be considered, and to allow
the reader to follow the reasoning, we will concentrate on a case restricted case
which is specied by the following condition.
A7 Three Encounters: There are only three possible encounters and the second
and third encounters have the same probability which is denoted by  .
We rst consider whether it is benecial for Wl to always threaten opting out
in the rst encounter if o ered s^Wl 3 . In such a case, Aj 's belief will not change,
and in the second encounter the situation will be as in Theorem 11 of Section 4.2.
However, it turns out that this threat is credible only if BW1 and the reverse of
the inequality BA23 of Theorem 11 hold. In the other situations Wl prefers to
choose randomly between accepting the o er of s^Wl 3 and thereby revealing its
type and opting out, and maintaining the situation.

Lemma 20 (Wl's behavior in the rst encounter)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A7 BA2 BW1, BW1M and the agents use
sequential equilibrium strategies then


If the reverse of inequality BA23 of Theorem 11 holds, then Wl will threaten
to opt out whenever it is o ered s^Wl 3. Therefore, Aj will o er s^Wh 3 in the
rst and second encounters and will o er s^Wl 3 in the last encounter.



If inequality BA23 of Theorem 11 holds, when o ered s^Wl 3, Wl will not
threaten to opt out but may choose randomly between accepting the o er and
opting out.

Proof

If Wl accepts s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter and reveals its type, its expected utility
is: Ull + 2Ull .
If Wl decides to opt out in the rst encounter it will receive UOl . The rest of
its expected outcome depends on whether the second and third encounters will
occur and how Aj will behave then.
We rst consider the case where the reverse condition BA23 of Theorem 11
holds. In such a case if Wl opts out in the rst encounter, then, if the second
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encounter occurs, Aj will o er s^Wh 3. In the third encounter, Aj will always o er
s^Wl 3 which will be accepted by Wl . Thus, Wl 's expected outcome is UOl + (Uhl +
Ull ) + (1 ; )Ull. It is easy to see that when BW1 holds then UOl + (Uhl +
Ull )+(1 ;  )Ull > Ull +2Ull . In that case, Wl will opt out in the rst encounter
if o ered s^Wl 3. However, since Aj prefers s^Wh 3 over opting out, it will also o er
s^Wh 3 in the rst encounter.
Suppose the condition BA23 of Theorem 11 holds. If the second encounter
will occur then Aj will o er s^Wl 3 and Wl will opt out with probability pW (as
dened in Lemma 10) and will accept the o er with probability (1 ; pW ). In
the third encounter, if it happens, Aj will o er s^Wh 3 with probabilities pA (as
dened in Lemma 10) and will o er s^Wl 3 with probability 1 ; pA . However, if the
second encounter does not occur by BA2, Aj will o er s^Wl 3 which be accepted
by Wl . Therefore, Wl 's expected utility if it opts out in the rst encounter is:
UOl +  (pW (UOl +  (pAUhl + (1 ; pA )Ull ))) + (1 ; pW )(Ull + Ull )] + (1 ; )Ull . If
Wl will accept s^Wl 3 in the rst encounter, its expected utility be Ull + Ull + Ull .
It is easy to show that since Ull > UOl , then UOl +  (pW (UOl +  (pA Uhl + (1 ;
pA )Ull))) + (1 ; pW )(Ull + Ull )] + (1 ;  )Ull < Ull + Ull + Ull holds. We can
conclude that in this case Wl cannot always threaten to opt out if it is o ered
s^Wl 3.
In the rest of the section we assume that inequality BA23, holds. In such a
case, as was shown in the previous lemma, the agents will use mixed strategies.

Lemma 21 (agents' behavior in the third encounter)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A7 BA2, BW1M and inequality BA23 and
the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies then
1. If W is o ered s^Wl 3 in the third encounter, Wl will accept the o er and Wh
will opt out.
2. According to Wl 's sequential equilibrium, if it is o ered s^Wl 3 in the rst and
second encounters then it will respectively opt out with probabilities p0 and
p1 . If the rst two encounters occurred and in both of them W opted out,
then Aj will choose randomly between o ering s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 in the third
encounter if the following equation holds:

E2A

UlAj p0p1 + (1 ; j )UOA ; U A = 0
h
1 ; j + j p0p1

3. If the second encounter did not occur or Aj o ered s^Wh 3 in the second encounter and if E 2A holds, then in the third encounter Aj will o er s^Wl 3 .
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Proof

1. In the last encounter there is nothing for Wl to gain from pretending to be
Wh and therefore it will accept s^Wl 3.
2. If both the rst and second encounters occurred, by Lemma 19, Aj believes
j
with probability 1 j +p0pj1p0 p1 that W 's type is l. Therefore, by the above item,
j
j
its expected utility from o ering s^Wl 3 is UlA 1 j +p0 pj 1p0 p1 +UOA (1; 1 j +p0 pj 1p0 p1 )
which should be equal to UhA if Aj chooses randomly between them.
3. If the second encounter did not occur or Aj o ered s^Wh 3 in the second
encounter, Aj 's belief in the beginning of the third encounter is as in the
j
end of the rst one (by Lemma 19), i.e., 1 j +p0 j p0 . It is easy to see that
j
j
since p1 < 0, 1 j +p0 j p0 > 1 j +p0 pj1p0 p1 and since E 2A holds, that we have
j p0
1 j
A
A
A
1 j +j p0 Ul + 1 j +j p0 UO > Uh and therefore in this case Aj should o er
s^Wl 3.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We should now consider Wl 's behavior in the second encounter. If o ered s^Wl 3
it will select randomly between opting out and accepting the o er if its expected
outcome is to be the same. This places restrictions on the probability q2 in which
Aj o ers s^Wh 3 in the third encounter.

Lemma 22 (Aj 's probability of o ering s^Wh 3 in the third encounter)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A7 BA2, BW1M and inequality
BA23 and
Ull UOl
the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, then q2 =  (U l U l ) .
;

h; l

Proof

Similar to the proof of the value of pA in Lemma 10.
As Wl 's behavior in the second encounter inuences Aj 's probability in o ering
s^Wh 3 in the third encounter, Wl 's behavior in the rst encounter inuences Aj 's
probability in the second encounter as we will explain in the next lemma.

Lemma 23 (Aj 's probability of o ering s^Wh 3 in the second encounter)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A6 BA2, BW1M and inequality BA23
and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies satisfying the properties of
l l
lemmas 19-22, then q1 =  U(Ul l UUOl ) .
;

h; l
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Proof

If Wl opts out in the rst encounter, it should consider whether the second encounter will occur or not. If so (with probability  ), Aj will select randomly
between o ering s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 . If Aj ends up o ering s^Wh 3 in the second encounter, by Lemma 21 it will o er s^Wl 3 in the third encounter, which will be
accepted by Wl. Therefore, the outcome in this case is Uhl + Ull . If Aj o ers
s^Wl 3 in the second encounter, then Wl will opt out with probability p1 and if Wl
really opts out in the second encounter then
by Lemma 22 in the third encounter,
l UOl
U
W

3
l
Aj will o er s^ h with probability (Uhl Ull ) and s^Wl 3 otherwise. In that case,
both will be accepted
by Wl , and ltherefore
its expected outcome from this case
Ull UOl
Ul UOl
l
l
l
is: (UO +  (Ul  (U l U l ) + (1 ;  (U l U l) )Uh ). If Wl accepts s^Wl 3 in the second
h l
h l
encounter (with probability 1 ; p1 ), it will receive a similar o er in the third
encounter.
If the second encounter does not occur, but the third one does, then by
Lemma 21 it will be o ered s^Wl 3 which it will accept.
Putting all the cases together we get:
UOl +  q1(Uhl + Ull) + (1 ; q1 ) (1 ; p1)(Ull + Ull)+
l l
l l
p1(UOl + (Ull (UUl hl UUOll ) + (1 ; U(Ul hl UUOll ) )Uhl ))]]
+(1 ;  )Ull =
Ull + 2Ull
Simplifying the equation we get
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

q1Ull + Ull ; UOl ; q1 Uhl = 0

(8)

l; l

and we conclude that q1 =  U(Ul l UUOl ) .
h; l

The last restriction in this situation has to do with Aj 's choosing randomly
between s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 in the second encounter. We describe the appropriate
equation in the next lemma.

Lemma 24 (Aj 's behavior in the second encounter)

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A7 BA2, BW1M and inequality BA23
and the agents use sequential equilibrium strategies, then if Aj chooses randomly
between o ering s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 in the second encounter the following holds:

E1A

(1 ; P1 + P1 p1 ) UOA +  (q2 UhA + (1 ; q 2)(P1UlA + (1 ; P1 )UOA ))]
+(P1 ; P1 p1 ) UlA + UlA ]
= UhA (1 +  )
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l l
j
where P1 = 1 j +p0j p0 and q2 =  U(Ul l UUOl ) .
h l
;

;

;

Proof

In order for Aj to choose randomly between o ering s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3 , its expected
outcome from both options should be the same. Aj 's outcome when it o ers s^Wl 3
is interesting. Let us denote by P1 Aj 's belief at the beginning of the second
encounter after W opted out in the rst encounter. According to Lemma 19,
P1 = 1 jj+p0 j p0 . If Aj will o er W s^Wl 3 in the second encounter, Wh will opt out
and Wl will opt out with probability p1. Therefore, with probability (1 ; P1 + P1 p1 )
opting out will occur. If opting out occurs, then in the third encounter Aj will
again choose randomly between o ering s^Wl 3 and s^Wh 3. With probability q2 ,
Aj will o er s^Wh 3 which will be accepted by W regardless of its type, and with
probability 1 ; q2 it will o er s^Wl 3 which will be accepted by Wl but Wh will opt
out. Putting this together we get the equation
;

(1 ; P1 + P1 p1 ) UOA +  (q2 UhA + (1 ; q 2)(P1UlA + (1 ; P1 )UOA ))]
+(P1 ; P1 p1) UlA + UlA ]
= UhA (1 +  )

(9)

Substituting the value of P2 and the value of q2 from Lemma 22, and simplifying
the equation one can get B1A.
In the next theorem we summarize the results in the case where there are
three encounters.

Theorem 25

If the model satis es assumptions A0 ; A7 BA2, BW1M and inequality BA23
and there are solutions to equations E 1A and E 2A such that 0 < p0 < 1, and
0 < p1 < 1, then there are sequential equilibrium strategies for Wl , Wh and Aj as
follows:


In the rst encounter Aj o ers s^Wl 3 , Wh will opt out and Wl will choose to
opt out with probability p0 and will choose to accept the o er with probability
1 ; p0 .



In the second encounter (if it occurs) Aj will o er s^Wl 3 with probability
l l
q1 = U(Ul hl UUOll) and will o er s^Wh 3 with probability 1 ; q1. If s^Wh 3 is o ered,
W will accept the o er (regardless of its type), and if s^Wl 3 is o ered, Wh
will opt out and Wl will will accept the o er with probability 1 ; p1 and will
opt out with probability p1 .
;

;
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In the third encounter (if it happens), Wl will always accept s^Wl 3 or s^Wh 3 ,
and Wh will accept s^Wh 3 but will opt out if it is o ered s^Wl 3.
If the second encounter did not occur or Aj o ered s^Wh 3, then in the third
encounter Aj will o er s^Wl 3 . Otherwise, it will o er s^Wh 3 with probability
l l
q2 = U(Ul l UUOl) and with probability 1 ; q2 it will o er s^Wl 3.
;

h; l

Proof

Clear from the above lemmas.
In order to have appropriate solutions to equations E 1A and E 2Aj that
can
A
(1  )(UlA UO
serve as probabilities (i.e., solutions that are between 0 and 1), then j (U A U A ) ) <
l
h
1 must hold. We will demonstrate this case in our communication systems example.
;

;

;

Example 8

Suppose the situation is as in Example 2 but with the following speci cation: UlA =
20 UhA = 10 UOA = 8 Uhl = 5 Ull = 2, and UOl = 1:5. Suppose that there are three
possible encounters where the probability of the second and third one is  = 0:75
and j = :75. In such situations q1 = q2 = :2222222222, p0 = :443809 and
p1 = 0:1502145.

6 Extension of the Model
There are several possible extensions of the model. Here we discuss the cases
where there are many resources in the environment, and situations where there
are more than two types of agents.
6.1 Many resources
Suppose that there are several resources in the environment and at any given
time, only two agents may share the same resource, after the agents have reached
a detailed agreement. There may be two types of resources: available ones, and
resources that are already in use by other agents.34 In such an environment, when
an agent needs a resource, it may check if there is such a resource that is not in
use. However, if all the resources of the type that is needed are already in use,
it may nd the resources that are being used by only one agent, and based on
its beliefs about their types and its utility for using the specic resources, it can
The agents may use some Test and Set mechanism. This will prevent the situation in which
two agents would like to get access at exactly the same time.
34
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decide with whom to start the negotiations. We assume that an agent cannot
negotiate with more than one agent at a time.

Example 9

We return to the example of the communication systems. Suppose there are two
public communication lines available for payment one is used by BankA and the
other by BankC. BankB is experiencing an exceptionally high workload as in the
previous examples. BankB then needs to reach an agreement with one of the other
banks on sharing the public communication line it is using.

Let us assume that there is only one encounter, and we denote by W the
agent that is waiting for a resource. For any resource R and an agent AR that
uses it, W has some probabilistic belief about its type and about the belief of AR
about W 's type. For each of these types, W computes the possible outcome of
the negotiation with ARj where j 2 Type and computes the expected utility for
W from it (denoted by U (ARj ) j 2 Type). Using its own beliefs about the type
of its opponent, W computes the overall expected utility from R.
After computing the expected utility for all the resources, W chooses the one
with the highest expected utility and negotiates according to the strategies of the
previous section. After choosing a resource, it is easy to prove that the agent may
not change its decision, i.e., it will not stop negotiating with one agent, and start
a new negotiation process with another agent about a di erent resource.
6.2 More than two types of agents
Suppose there are more than two types of agents (i.e., k > 2). The situation is
similar to when there are only two, but the agents need to take more options into
consideration. If there is only one encounter and Aj o ers s^Wr 3 in the second
iteration, then if W ' type is i r it will accept the o er. If i > r, Wi will opt out.
Suppose that the maximum expected utility for Aj in such a case is from s^Wr 3
and that it isn't worthwhile for Aj to o er less in order to gain information. If so
then Aj will o er s^Wr 3 and if it is accepted, Aj will know that W 's type is at most
r and will update its belief accordingly using Bayes's rules. It is easy to prove
that in such a case Aj will o er s^Wr 3 in the second encounter as well. However,
if W opts out, Aj may conclude that W 's type is greater than r and update its
belief. In such a case, Aj will o er in the next encounter s^Wx 3 for some x > r.
The question, as in the case of two types, is if W 's type is less than r whether it is
worthwhile for W to opt out or whether there is an equilibrium of pure strategies,
or whether the agents should use mixed strategies. In the case where there are no
pure strategies, the process of identifying the probabilities of the mixed strategies
is similar to the case where there are only two types of agents. However, it will
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require solving more equations.

7 Complexity and Implementation Issues
We have constructed a library of meta-strategies that are appropriate for negotiation situations characterized by time with one encounter. When an automated
negotiator participates in a specic negotiation environment, it could search for
the appropriate meta-strategy in the library, initiate some variables and use it in
the negotiation. It is assumed that agents believe that they will all assess the
situation the same way, and will use the equilibrium strategies, either by nding
it in a similar meta-strategies library or by computing it in other ways. We will
report on the implementation issues in a di erent paper 39], but we discuss here
some important related questions.
The library is kept in an OR/AND tree where the internal nodes consist of
conditions and the meta-strategies are stored in the leaves of the tree. The number
of negotiators is an example of a condition. When searching for the appropriate
meta-strategy, if any exists, (for example, where there are two negotiators in the
environment), the agent will continue its search in the subtree that consists of the
meta-strategies for bilateral negotiation. Other examples of simple conditions are
whether the agents can opt out from the negotiations or not, whether cA > cW ,
etc.
A meta-strategy that is stored in the leaves consists of a compiled function
and a set of names of variables. Some of the variables are instantiated during
the search in the tree (e.g., cA ) and some are instantiated during the negotiation
when the agents use the function to decide what to do next (e.g., t the iteration
of the negotiation).
There are procedures that help a designer of an agent to add new metastrategies to the library, and we intend to add multiple-encounter strategies found
in this paper to that library.
Concerning the motivation for constructing the library, there are two approaches to nding equilibria in incomplete information models. One is the
straight game theory approach: search for Nash or sequential strategies. The
other is the economist's standard approach: set up a maximization problem and
solve it by using calculus 51]. The maximization approach is straightforward and
if the utility functions of the agents are chosen correctly, the maximization problem can be solved using some well-known techniques of linear programming (e.g.,
59]). However, when applied to situations such as ours, the maximization technique is less appropriate since the agents must solve their optimization problems
jointly: A's strategy a ects W 's maximization problem and vice versa.
The drawback of the game theory approach is that nding equilibrium strate47

gies is not mechanical: an agent must somehow make a guess that some strategy
combination is in equilibrium before it tests it and there is no general way to make
the initial guess.
In situations of multistage negotiation (or games in general) strategies can be
found by trying to \guess" the set of actions that are used with positive probability
in each state of the game. Working with this guess an agent can either construct
a sequential equilibrium or show that none exists with this guess and go on and
try another guess. It is often best to work through problems like this backward.
jAgentj;1
possible actions in the rst
In our negotiation protocol there are (MAgent
1)!
period of each iteration (i.e., the number of possible agreements) and 3 Agent
possible combinations of actions in the second time period of each iteration. If we
assume that there is some time period T^ after which no agreement can be reached
(e.g., W will prefer opting out than agreement), then the overall number of pure
jAgentj;1 T^
strategies is O(( (MAgent
) ).
1)!
However, since we consider cases of incomplete information, in addition to
guesses of the actions there should be a construction of the agents' beliefs in
each state of the negotiation. This can be done by stating a set of inequalities
which are the constraints on the beliefs in each state. This makes it too time
consuming to compute the strategies in real time. Therefore, we suggest that
nding the equilibrium strategies be done before the negotiation process starts. In
our papers, we present appropriate strategies to varied situations. The situations
are characterized by several factors of the environments (e.g., number of agents,
purpose of the negotiation) and the agents' utility functions. That is why, in this
paper, we took the step of calculating the exact conditions in which each of the
sequential-equilibrium strategies are applicable. These conditions will appear in
the internal nodes on the OR/AND meta-strategies tree.
Another important question is how the autonomous agents will initiate their
beliefs. One possibility is that they will have some general information about the
distribution of the agent types among their opponents. For example, it may be
known to BankA that half of banks are of type l and half are of type h. Of course,
in such situations, if BankA does not have any additional information, it will
believe with probability 12 that its opponent is of type l. During the negotiation
encounters it may update its belief.
Techniques that were presented by Bacchus et al. 3], for assigning degrees of
beliefs by an intelligent agent based on known facts, including statistical knowledge, can be used in our situation.
If there is no prior information about the opponent's type, then the agent can
always assume that there is equal distribution of the types of agents and use it
for its prior probability beliefs.
j

j;

j

j

j;
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8 Conclusion and Open Questions
In this paper we presented a strategic model of negotiation that takes the passage
of time into consideration, addresses situations where agents may negotiate more
than once with each other, and where they have incomplete information about
one another. Our results satisfy the desired properties listed in Section 1.2.
Distribution: In all the situations we analyzed there is no central unit that is
involved in the inter-agent encounters. The agents negotiate to reach
an agreement. The agents' types do not play any role in the negotiation
protocol. They only inuence the negotiation strategies.
Instantaneously : The negotiation will always end in the second iteration.
Conicts are Avoided : In some of the cases, the incomplete information introduces ineciency: one of the agents may opt out of the negotiation.
In the case of two encounters, agents will always reach an agreement
when BA1 and BA1.1 hold or when BA1 BA1.2 and BW1 hold.
If W 's type is h then BA1 BA1.2 or BA2 hold, and if BW2 holds, opting
out will occur in the rst encounter, however, as we explained above,
BW2 rarely holds.
If BA2 and BW1 hold and if the reverse of inequality BA23 holds,
then an agreement will always be reached in the rst encounter, but
if W 's type is h, opting out will occur in the second encounter. If
inequality BA23 holds, then there is a high probability that opting out
will occur in the rst encounter, and lower probability that it will occur
in the second one.
Similar events occur when there are more than two encounters.
Eciency : The resource is not in use only when there is no agent in the group
that currently needs the resource. However, opting out may introduce
ineciency to the system.
Simplicity : Given specic specication of an environment, the strategies are
simple: the agent's action depends only on the current situation and its
beliefs. The o ers and the communications are simple.
However, as was demonstrated in the paper, computing the strategies
is sometimes a very dicult task and it is not recommended that this
be done on-line. Therefore, we have investigated a large range of situations, and describe the appropriate strategies for them. If the agents
participate in such situations, their designers provide them with these
strategies.
Stability : In the situations that we have considered we have found sequential
equilibrium strategies, either with pure or mixed strategies.
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Symmetry : The coordination mechanism we presented does not treat agents

di erently because of non-relevant attributes.
We believe that our model can be useful in other situations beside the ones
we analyzed in the paper. In this paper we consider the problem of resource
allocation, but the dual problem of task distribution can also be analyzed using
this model 34]. There are several assumptions which can be relaxed to make
the model appropriate to more realistic domains. We list some of the possible
extensions here.
 Negotiation on multiple attributes.
 The agents may collect information on one agent, while negotiating with
another one.
 Negotiations where A's type plays an important role.
 The occurrence of one encounter may inuence the probability of future ones.
We leave this for on-going work.
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